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Abstract
Cooperative communication through relays is a promising technique used to im-
prove wireless communications in terms of diversity, coverage extension and en-
ergy saving. Amplify-and-forward (AF) and detect-and-forward (DF) are the
most used cooperative protocols, which operate in two phases: the broadcast
phase and the relaying phase. In AF, the relay receives the signal from the
source during the first phase, amplifies it and retransmits it to the destination.
Whereas, in DF, the relay receives the signal, performs detection and send the
detected symbol to the destination. On the other hand, in cellular networks,
the co-channel interference (CCI) is one of the main problems which degrade
the performance, specially when a high channel reuse is used. In this scenario,
the optimum combining appears as the technique that maximizes the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and eliminates the CCI, achieving the best
diversity even in the presence of high-power co-channel interferers.
In the present thesis, the optimum combining joined to multiple antennas to
combat the effects of interference in cooperative cellular networks is proposed.
Specifically, the performance for both protocols (AF and DF) affected by multiple
interferers at relay and destination is evaluated. In addition, two techniques are
studied and compared: multiple antenna transmission and transmit antenna se-
lection. The instantaneous SINR and the diversity are analysed for each scenario.
Then, closed-form expressions of the moment-generating function are derived in
order to obtain the bit-error rate (BER) for a variety of modulations. All the
analytical results are validated using Monte-Carlo simulations, which show that
the proposed scenarios combat the CCI and obtain diversity for AF and DF and
also for both transmission techniques. Finally, the BER expressions are used
to evaluate the coverage and spectral efficiency of the uplink of femtocells by
considering a path-loss model at 28 GHz.
Key-words: cooperative communication; amplify-and-forward; detect-and-forward;
co-channel interference; optimum combining; moment-generating function; an-
tenna array; spectral efficiency; coverage.
Resumo
Redes cooperativas atrave´s de relays e´ uma te´cnica promissora usada para mel-
horar as comunicac¸o˜es sem fio em termos de diversidade, extensa˜o de cobertura
e economia de energia. Amplify-and-forward (AF) e Detect-and-forward (DF)
sa˜o os protocolos de cooperac¸a˜o mais usados, os quais operam em duas fases: a
fase de transmissa˜o e a fase de retransmissa˜o. Em AF, o relay recebe o sinal da
fonte durante a primeira fase, o amplifica e retransmite ao destino. Enquanto
isso, em DF, o relay recebe o sinal, faz detecc¸a˜o e envia o s´ımbolo detectado
ao destino. Por outro lado, em redes celulares, a interfereˆncia co-canal (CCI,
do ingleˆs, co-channel interference) e´ um dos principais problemas que degrada
o desempenho, especialmente quando um alto reuso de canal e´ utilizado. Neste
cena´rio, o combinador o´timo surge como a te´cnica que maximiza a relac¸a˜o sinal-
interfereˆncia-mais-ru´ıdo (SINR, do ingleˆs, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio)
e elimina o CCI, atingindo a melhor diversidade mesmo na presenc¸a de interfer-
entes de co-canal de alta poteˆncia.
Na presente tese, propo˜e-se o combinador o´timo junto com antenas mu´lti-
plas para combater os efeitos da interfereˆncia em redes celulares cooperativas.
Especificamente, e´ avaliado o desempenho para ambos protocolos (AF e DF),
afetados por mu´ltiplos interferentes no relay e no destino. Ale´m disso, duas te´c-
nicas sa˜o estudadas e comparadas: transmissa˜o de mu´ltiplas antenas e selec¸a˜o
de antena de transmissa˜o. A SINR instantaˆnea e a diversidade sa˜o analisadas
para cada cena´rio. Depois, expresso˜es fechadas da func¸a˜o geradora de momentos
sa˜o derivadas para obter a taxa de erro de bit (BER) para uma variedade de
modulac¸o˜es. Todos os resultados anal´ıticos sa˜o validados usando simulac¸o˜es de
Monte-Carlo, as quais mostram que os cena´rios propostos combatem a CCI e
obteˆm diversidade para AF e DF, e tambe´m para ambas te´cnicas de transmis-
sa˜o. Finalmente, as expresso˜es de BER sa˜o usadas para avaliar a cobertura e a
eficieˆncia espectral do enlace reverso de femto-ce´lulas, considerando um modelo
de perda de propagac¸a˜o a 28 GHz.
Palavras-chave: Redes cooperativas; amplify-and-forward; detect-and-forward;
interfereˆncia co-canal; combinador o´timo; func¸a˜o geradora de momentos; arranjo
de antenas; eficieˆncia espectral;
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Chapter1
Introduction
During the last years we have seen an exponential growth of connected devices. In this
context, the new generations of cellular networks must consider in addition to the communi-
cation between people, the communications between thousands of objects (sensors, machines,
home appliances, smartphones, etc.) and new multimedia services that require high data
rates.
Cooperative communication is a promising diversity technique that generates a special
interest, because it allows to create a virtual multiple antennas environment in order to
improve the system performance in terms of throughput, diversity, energy saving and in-
creasing coverage. Specifically, a user equipment (UE) communicates through other UEs,
named relays, in order to get coverage by the base station (BS), either in macro-cell, pico-
cell or femto-cell, and even coexisting with ad-hoc communications between UEs, sensors or
smart devices.
Several cooperative protocols are found in the literature, of which Amplify-and-Forward
(AF) and Detect-and-Forward (DF) are the most used. At least one source, one relay and
destination is necessary to perform a cooperative scenario. Thus, in the case of AF, the
relay receives the signal from the source, amplifies it and forwards to the destination. On
the other hand, in DF the relay detects the symbol and forwards the detected symbol to the
destination.
The presence of co-channel interference (CCI) deteriorates the performance of cellular
networks. Although, the reduction in the cell size is intended to increment the number
of users, this results in smaller distance between cells that use the same channel. Various
techniques to mitigate the effects of interference have been studied. As a result, the opti-
mum combining (OC) is one of the techniques that completely eliminate the interference by
using multiple antennas at relay or destination. Nevertheless, this technique has not been
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completely analysed in a cooperative sense.
1.1 Related Works and Motivation
Preliminary researches including the cooperative concept have considered a noise-limited
scenario in a single-antenna network. In [1]- [3], AF protocol is introduced by considering a
variable gain, in which the relay needs to estimate the instantaneous channel state informa-
tion (CSI). In this case, a diversity is obtained in relation of the number of relays used. Later,
in [4], a new relaying protocol known as fixed gain relaying or blind relays is introduced, ob-
taining the same diversity of the variable gain, but without a frequent estimation of the CSI
at the relay, reducing the complexity of the deployment. On the other hand, in [5]- [6], the
DF protocol is analysed considering also a single-antenna scenario. As a result, the same
diversity that AF is obtained, but with a slight performance improvement. In this case,
an increased processing complexity at the relays is presented, due to the detection process.
All researches mentioned before obtain a full diversity by using a maximal-ratio combining
(MRC) at destination.
Although multiple relays transmission achieves diversity improvements, the spectral ef-
ficiency is reduced because of as many time-slots as the number of relays is employed to
combine all received signals. In this sense, a new transmission technique is analysed, called
selection technique, that improves the cellular spectral efficiency, once the number of time-
slots used is minimized. In [7]- [9], the best relay selection is analysed, in which only the
relay with the highest end-to-end SNR at destination is used for retransmission. These
papers show that the selection technique presents the same diversity that multiple relays
transmission. So, this technique receives special attention due to the bandwidth saving.
Other selection techniques as partial relay selection are analysed in [10] and [11] by con-
sidering a noise-limited scenario. In these techniques, the relay is selected according to the
highest SNR either at the source to relay (S − R) link or the relay to destination (R −D)
link. As consequence, none of them achieves full diversity but the analytical complexity is
reduced.
In [12], multiple-antenna relay is analysed by using MRC jointly with the technique
of transmit antenna selection (TAS), in which only the best relay antenna is selected for
retransmission. More recently in [13], a cooperative system with multiple-antenna relay and
multiple-antenna destination is analysed. However, as the best path through relay is selected
at destination, the relay does not use any combination method like MRC. All the researches
mentioned above particularly considers a fading channel.
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In parallel, several techniques have been studied in [14]- [21] with the aim of mitigating
the CCI, although do not involve the cooperative concept. As a result, the OC is the
technique that maximizes the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and eliminates
the CCI, achieving diversity by using an antenna array at the receiver. However, despite this
combining technique obtains good results, it is not commonly used in cooperative networks.
Several papers as [22]- [24] include co-channel interference in cooperative scenarios, but
since a MRC is used, the interference can not be eliminated. The concept of OC in co-
operative networks was introduced by [25]- [27], in which the performance is analysed by
considering CCI only at destination and single-antenna nodes. The papers [28]- [30] have
extended the analysis including CCI in both relay and destination nodes, but again for single-
antenna scenario. None of the papers described before have used OC at the relay, once the
relays were equipped with a single antenna. Also, scenarios with multiple-antenna nodes
affected by multiple interferers have not been yet studied jointly with the OC concept. In
that sense, this thesis extends the performance analysis by including these considerations,
besides adding a cell coverage and cellular spectral efficiency evaluation.
1.2 Contributions and Thesis Outline
In this thesis, the performance, the cell coverage, and the average cellular spectral ef-
ficiency for a cooperative network in the presence of multiple co-channel interference is
analysed. Specifically, a network with multiple relays and multiple antennas is considered.
Furthermore, AF and DF protocols are evaluated for both transmission techniques: multiple
antenna transmission (MAT) and TAS. The following chapters are described.
Chapter 2. This chapter contains the theoretical foundations that is the basis for un-
derstanding the thesis. An introduction to cooperative systems is made and concepts of
the optimum combining (OC) are presented. In addition, the moment generating function
(MGF) based approach is described, which facilitates the calculation of the average bit error
rate (BER) for a variety of modulation schemes, such as M-PSK and M-QAM. Finally, the
general cooperative system and channel model is described, which is used in the following
chapters.
Chapter 3. In this chapter, the AF protocol in the presence of multiple CCI is analysed.
At first, approximations of the end-to-end instantaneous SINR are proposed for MAT and
TAS, from which the diversity is obtained by considering CCI at relay and destination. For
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the case of MAT, the MGF of the received SINR is obtained in closed-form for scenarios
with multiple CCI at relay and destination. For the case of TAS, the MGF is obtained for
the scenario with multiple CCI at destination only. TAS with multiple CCI at relays is not
analysed, once this scenario is very limited for improving the system diversity. Analytical
results are validated using Monte-Carlo simulations, which shows that the scenarios combats
the CCI and diversity is obtained in both transmission techniques. Moreover, MAT cancels
a greater number of interferers than TAS, while TAS achieves better spectral efficiency and
better performance for small number of interferers.
Chapter 4. The DF protocol is studied in this chapter. A simplified approximation of the
end-to-end instantaneous SINR is proposed, from which the diversity is derived for single
relay scenario, and then generalized for relay selection and multi-hop cooperative system.
For the scenario with multiple CCI at relay, the MGF of the received signal is obtained in
closed-form in terms of the number of antennas and the received power of the source, relay
and interferers. For the general case of multiple CCI at relay and destination, the MGF is
obtained in closed-form by considering high-power CCI (or when the signal-to-interference
ratio tend to be zero or less, i.e., SIR ≤ 0). The analytical results are validated using
Monte-Carlo simulations for several situations, showing that the scenarios totally combats
even high-power CCI. The diversity depends in the number of relay and destination antennas.
Finally, the diversity is generalized for relay-selection and multi-hopping cooperative systems.
Chapter 5. In this chapter, the cell coverage and the average cellular spectral efficiency
are analysed for femtocells. The MGF derived in chapter 3 and chapter 4 are used to obtain
the average BER for different modulations and transmission power levels by considering a
path-loss model at 28 GHz [31]- [33]. Results show that cooperative system with relay do not
present higher cellular spectral efficiency than no-relay systems. Moreover, TAS outperforms
MAT in both cell coverage and spectral efficiency.
Chapter 6. This chapter presents the final conclusions, as well as, the open research
directions for future works.
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Chapter2
Preliminary Concepts
This chapter covers a review of relevant concepts used in the thesis. At first, some
theoretical concepts of cellular networks are described, such as frequency reuse, co-channel
interference (CCI), fading and spectral efficiency. Following, there is a brief summary of
the diversity techniques used to mitigate the CCI and the fading effects. Two diversity
techniques are presented: maximum-ratio combining (MRC) and optimum combining (OC).
Several papers have demonstrated that the MRC is the technique which achieve optimal
results in a scenario affected only by noise and fading. However, this combiner does not
achieve the same results in the presence of interference [22]- [24]. Under this conditions, the
OC is the technique which maximizes the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and
completely eliminates the CCI [14]- [21]. Later, in this chapter, an introduction of cooperative
networks is presented focused in the amplify-and-forward (AF) and detect-and-forward (DF)
cooperative protocols, which are the protocols studied in the thesis.
Throughout the thesis, the performance is analysed in terms of the bit error rate (BER).
For this purpose, the moment-generating function (MGF) based approach is used. Thus,
the analysis for any modulation order becomes easier after obtaining the MGF of a given
system.
The following notations are used. All boldface lowercase letters represent vectors. The
operations (.)T , (.)∗, (.)H and (.)−1 denotes matrix transposition, conjugation, hermitian
and inverse, respectively. The functions fX(.), FX(.), MX(.) represent the probability den-
sity function (PDF), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and MGF of the random
variable X, respectively, and E[X] denotes its mean value.
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2.1 Cellular Networks
2.1.1 Channel Reuse
The radio spectrum is a limited natural resource, so its use must be as efficient as possible.
The channel reuse arises from the necessity of using a limited number of channels in a
extensive geographical area and also by considering a large number of users. This can be
achieved by assigning the same group of channels in a group of cells (clusters), fact that is
known as frequency reuse. Different patterns of assigning channels to cells are shown in Fig.
2.1, thus, cells with the same label use the same group of channels. These cells with same
label are known as co-cells.
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Figure 2.1: Channel factor (a) F = 4 and (b) F = 7.
The distance between co-cells is obtained by considering the cell radius, as follows [35]:
D = R
√
3F , (2.1)
where R is the cell radius and F is the reuse factor.
Greater the distance between adjacent cells or higher reuse factor, lesser is the interference
between co-cells. However, as a disadvantage, higher reuse factor involves that the number
of channels per cell (cell capacity) is reduced. In that sense, it is desirable to use a lower
reuse factor in order to maximize the cell capacity in the coverage area.
2.1.2 Co-channel Interference
The CCI is the principal factor that affects cellular networks, limiting the system per-
formance and reducing the channel throughput. It is manifested mainly due to the channel
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reuse, so that an user equipment (UE) or a base station (BS) performs an unwanted trans-
mission, interfering in other communication that employs the same channel. In a cellular
network, CCI can occur both in the uplink or downlink, as shown in Fig. 2.2. In the uplink,
the UE tries to communicate with the desired BS at the same time that other UEs use the
same channel in the adjacent cells, causing interference. Similarly, in the downlink, the BS
attempts to communicate with the desired UE while other BSs introduce interference.
(a) (b)
Interfering 
user
Desired 
user
Desired 
BS
Interfering 
BS
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the first tier of co-channel interferers for (a) Uplink and (b)
Downlink.
Several techniques have been studied in order to mitigate the effects of CCI, mainly:
• Reuse factor. The interference is reduced when the distance between co-cells is in-
creased. However, higher the interference reduction, lower is the spectral efficiency.
• Sectorization. The cell is divided in sectors by using oriented beam antennas. As a
result, the CCI is reduced when the number of sectors increases.
• Adaptive beamforming. An antenna array is used in order to create a dynamic radiation
diagram, either to radiate on the user direction or to avoid the interferer direction.
• Optimum combining. Is the combining technique that eliminates the CCI effects by
maximizing the SINR through the use of multiple antennas.
2.1.3 Fading
When a signal is transmitted in a wireless link, many replicas with different phases,
amplitudes and time delay reach the destination, producing a phenomenon named as fading.
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Depending of the temporal variability of the channel, in relation to the coherence time
of the system, the fading can be classified as slow or fast. The slow fading occurs when
the coherence time is greater than the symbol duration. So that amplitude and phase are
considered constant during the symbol time interval. However, for fast fading, the coherence
time is lesser than the symbol duration. Therefore, phase and amplitude change in the time
interval [34].
Considering the spectral dispersion, the fading can be flat or selective. The flat fading has
similar effect for all the spectral components of the signal. It occurs when the bandwidth of
the transmitted signal is lesser than the coherence bandwidth. On the other hand, selective
fading occurs when the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is greater than the coherence
bandwidth. This type of phenomenon generates significant distortion in the signal, and can
cause inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference (ICI).
Throughout this thesis, flat and slow fading is considered, characterized by a Rayleigh
fading, whose PDF is represented by:
fα(α) =
α
σ2
exp
(
− α
2σ2
)
, (2.2)
where α is a random variable which represent the fading amplitude and σ2 is the variance of
the Gaussian random variables that generate the Rayleigh variable.
Consider γb(t) = PSα(t)
2/σ2 as the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a link
with received power of PS, , where σ
2 is the noise power. It is possible to show, by doing a
transformation of the random variable α to γb, that the PDF of γb can be expressed by
fγb(γb) =
1
γb
exp
(
−γb
γb
)
, (2.3)
where γb = PSE[α2]/σ2 is the average SNR.
2.1.4 Spectral Efficiency
Spectral efficiency is a performance metric that is defined by the normalized bit rate
which can be transmitted in a bandwidth. In cellular networks, it is obtained from the ratio
between the total bit rate and the system bandwidth, where the total bit rate is the sum of
all bit rates simultaneously achieved by each user served by the cell, that is:
ξ =
∑Nu
i=1Rb,i
B
, (2.4)
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where Nu is the number of users attended by the cell, Rb,i is the bit rate of the i-th user and
B is the system bandwidth. The greater the spectral efficiency, greater is the throughput
achieved by the system.
2.2 Diversity
In wireless communications, Rayleigh fading produces significant impact on the system
performance. Diversity techniques are used to reduce this impact, improving the perfor-
mance over fading radio channels. The fundamental principle of the diversity is to transmit
the same information through multiple channels with uncorrelated fadings. Several diver-
sity techniques have been studied in literature, among the main ones, there are frequency
diversity, time diversity and space diversity. This last technique, also known as antenna
diversity, is one of the most used techniques in real scenarios due to its benefits and easy
implementation.
2.2.1 Frequency Diversity
This technique is based on the transmission in more than one carrier. The frequency
separation must be enough to achieve uncorrelated channels. This frequency separation is
a function of the coherent bandwidth. As a disadvantage, this technique requires greater
bandwidth and the number of receivers is equal to the number of carriers or diversity channels
used.
2.2.2 Time Diversity
This technique is based on the transmission of the same signal but in different instants
of time. The instants of time must be separated by at least the coherent time, which
allows to have uncorrelated fading channels. This kind of diversity has as disadvantage the
reduction of the effective transmission rate, since the time used in the transmission increases
proportionally with diversity.
2.2.3 Space Diversity
This technique, also known as antenna diversity, is one of the most used techniques in
real scenarios due to its benefits and easy implementation. It is based on the use of multiple
antennas in transmitter and/or in receiver, which must have enough distance separation
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for obtaining independent fadings. Ideally, it should be separated by one half or more
wavelengths. It is necessary to use as many receivers as reception antennas. Then, the
signals are combined by a combining technique, which are studied in the next section.
2.3 Combining Techniques
2.3.1 Maximum-Ratio Combining
For a channel with only noise and fading, MRC is the optimum combiner technique that
maximizes the SNR since it is a maximum likelihood receiver. MRC combines all samples
from the matched filters simultaneously. Each sample is weighed by a gain factor which is
proportional to its SNR, then the phase is compensated. In the following, all samples are
added. As results, a maximum in the SNR is obtained at the combiner output.
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Figure 2.3: Basic combiner model with noise and fading.
Considering the scenario of Fig. 2.3, the baseband received signal at the N antennas is
given by
y =
√
PSh x+ n, (2.5)
where x is the transmitted symbol with transmission power PS, h is the channel gain vector
from the source and each destination antenna and n is the additive noise vector whose
elements have zero mean and variance σ2. All channel gains are complex in the form αejφ,
where α is the Rayleigh fading amplitude and φ is the uniform distributed phase component.
If the combiner has a compensation weight vector of w, the resulting signal is given by
r = wTy, where w = h∗ maximizes the SNR at the combiner output. As a result, the signal
at the combiner output can be expressed as
r =
√
PS
N∑
i=1
wihix+
N∑
i=1
wini (2.6)
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where i = 1, 2, ..., N is the antenna index. Therefore, the SNR at the combiner output, γMRC,
is given by
γMRC =
N∑
i=1
PS|hi|2
σ2
(2.7)
which corresponds to the sum of the SNRs of each link.
The PDF for the case of multiple independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) links
with Rayleigh fading, correspond to a chi-square distribution with N degrees of freedom,
and can be expressed as follows [35, eq. 6.68]:
fγMRC(γMRC) =
γN−1MRC
(N − 1)! γbN exp
(
−γMRC
γb
)
, (2.8)
where γb = PSE[h2]/σ2 is the average SNR in each link.
2.3.2 Optimum Combining
Under noise and fading channels, MRC is the best combiner that performs as a coherent
diversity receptor, maximizing the SNR at the combiner output. However, as stated earlier,
CCI is one of the main factors that affects the system performance in cellular radio systems.
Under this conditions, MRC is not the optimal solution. In this case, it is convenient
to employ a diversity technique that maximizes the SINR at the combiner output. This
combination technique is known in literature as optimum combining (OC), which minimizes
the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) [14]- [15]. This combiner achieves diversity only
if the number of receiving antennas is greater than the number of interferers.
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Figure 2.4: Basic combiner model affected by multiple CCI.
Fig. 2.4 presents the system model composed by a source, NI co-channel interferers and
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N antennas at destination, which is equipped with an OC. Assuming the equivalent baseband
model, the received vector is given by
y =
√
PSh x+
NI∑
i=1
√
PIifi xˆi + n, (2.9)
where, x and xˆi are the desired and interfering symbols with transmission powers PS and
PIi , respectively, h and fi are the channel gains vector for the source to destination link and
for the i-th interferer to destination link, respectively, and n is the additive noise vector, one
noise for each antenna, which elements have zero mean and variance σ2.
The destination combines the signals through
r = wTy, (2.10)
where y is the received signal vector and w is the compensation weight vector.
If MRC is used, the compensation weight vector that maximizes the SNR is given by
w = h∗, which is optimal when interference-free condition is reached, i.e., PI = 0. However,
in the presence of CCI, the weight vector that maximizes the SINR is different. Several
methods can be used to determine the optimal compensation weights. We review the method
based on the MMSE and based on the SINR maximization. Both methods obtain the
optimum compensation weights for a system with interference conditions.
At first, the following correlation matrices are defined for better comprehension:
Ryy = E[y∗yT ], (2.11)
where
Ryy = Rss + Rni = PSh
∗hT + Rni (2.12)
Rni = Rii + Rnn =
NI∑
i=1
PIiE[f
∗
i f
T
i ] + E[n∗nT ] (2.13)
and
Rys = E[y∗s] = PSh∗ (2.14)
where s =
√
PSh.
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Minimum Mean Square Error
From the point of view of MMSE, a reference signal d is necessary to determine the error
at the receiver, so that [36, eq. 3.49–3.51]:
 = d−wTy (2.15)
Therefore, the square error can be expressed by
2 = d2 − 2dwTy + wTyyTw (2.16)
Taking the mean value, the mean square error is given by
E[2] = PS − 2wTRys + wTRyyw, (2.17)
where PS = E[d2]. Now, the minimum value of E[2] can be obtained by matching to zero
the derivative of (2.17) as a function of w, as follows:
dE[2]
dw
= −2Rys + 2Ryyw = 0 (2.18)
Finally, the optimum weight vector that minimizes the mean square error is given by
w = PSR
−1
yy h
∗ (2.19)
The expression before represent the optimal compensation weight vector as a function
of the received signal autocorrelation matrix Ryy, which depends on the transmitted signal,
noise and interference, as shown in (2.12). This optimum weights can be alternatively ex-
pressed as a function of the noise-plus-interference autocorrelation matrix Rni, as follows:
w = PS
(
PSh
∗hT + Rni
)−1
h∗, (2.20)
Hereafter, applying the Woodbury matrix identity [37, eq. 13.9]
(A + BCD)−1 = A−1 − A
−1BDA−1
C−1 + DA−1B
, (2.21)
The following compensation weight vector is obtained [38], [14]
w = CR−1ni h
∗, (2.22)
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where C = PS/(1 + PSh
TR−1ni h
∗) is a constant, such that its exclusion does not affect the
combining results.
Maximizing the SINR
Another criterion used to obtain the compensation weight vector is maximizing the in-
stantaneous SINR at the output of the combiner. The signal and noise-plus-interference
values at the receiver can be written, respectively, as
rs = w
T
√
PSh (2.23)
rni = w
T
(
NI∑
i=1
√
PIifi + n
)
(2.24)
Hence, the instantaneous SINR, γt, can be expressed by [38], [36, eq. 3.70]
γt =
E[|rs|]2
E[|rni|]2 =
PSw
Hh∗hTw
wHRniw
. (2.25)
The optimum weight vector that maximizes the SINR is given by
w = βR−1ni h
∗, (2.26)
where β is an arbitrary constant. So, considering that the maximum instantaneous output
SINR does not depend on the choice of the constant β, the MMSE weight vector given by
(2.22) also maximizes the instantaneous output SINR.
Instantaneous SINR of OC
Replacing w = R−1ni h
∗ in (2.25), the maximized instantaneous SINR can be expressed as
follows:
γOC =
PSh
TR−1ni h
∗hTR−1ni h
∗
hTR−1ni h
∗
= PSh
TR−1ni h
∗,
(2.27)
Assuming slow and flat fading and the same transmission power for all interferers, the noise-
plus-interference autocorrelation matrix given by (2.13) can be also expressed as
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Rni = PI
NI∑
i=1
f∗i f
T
i + E[n∗nT ],
= PI
NI∑
i=1

fi,1
:
fi,N

∗
fi,1
:
fi,N

T
+ E


n1
:
nN

∗ 
n1
:
nN

T
 ,
(2.28)
Evidently, as the number of antennas (N) and the number of interferers (NI) increase,
it becomes more difficult to obtain the inverse of Rni. However, it is possible to simplify
the analysis by taking the decomposition R−1ni = UΩ
−1UH , in which U and Ω contains the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Rni, respectively. The matrix U is unitary orthogonal and
Ω is diagonal. Then, the instantaneous SINR given by (2.27) can be alternatively expressed
as [39, 11.5]
γOC = PSh
TUΩ−1UHh∗
= PS δ
TΩ−1δ∗
=
N∑
i=1
PS|δi|2
λi
,
(2.29)
where δ = UTh is a vector of random variables with same probability distribution function
of h and Ω is a diagonal matrix composed by the eigenvalues of Rni, which is given by
Ω = diag[λ1, λ2, ..., λN ]. Thus, to obtain the eigenvalues of Rni is the main challenge to
derive the instantaneous SINR.
It is not a feasible task to find all eigenvalues in a general form for different values of NI
and N . Thus, by considering the same transmission power for all interferers, it is proposed to
use the average eigenvalues given by λi = NPI + σ
2 for i = 1, 2, ..., NI and given by λi = σ
2
for i = NI + 1, ..., N . Under this conditions, the instantaneous SINR, given by (2.29), can
be expressed as follows:
γOC =
NI∑
i=1
PS|δi|2
NPI + σ2
+
N∑
i=NI+1
PS|δi|2
σ2
(2.30)
As can be seen, practically only the last N − NI terms contribute to γOC . That is,
the system uses one of the NI first links to eliminate one interferer, and consequently, the
diversity order of L = N − NI can be achieved. Note that if the interferers transmission
power is reduced to zero, a maximum diversity order of L = N can be reached.
In practice, knowledge of the eigenvalues and, consequently, the SINR are enough to
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determine the diversity that can be achieved by any the system. Thereby, we focus on this
strategy throughout the thesis.
As other combiners, both MRC and OC require complete knowledge of the instantaneous
channel gains. Also, it is possible to observe that in absence of interference, i.e. for PI = 0,
(2.28) reduces to Rni = σ
2I and therefore the SINR in (2.29) becomes the instantaneous
SNR of a MRC, given by
γMRC =
PS
σ2
hTh∗ =
N∑
i=1
γi, (2.31)
where γi = PS|hi|2/σ2 is the instantaneous SNR of each link and the diversity achieved by
the system is equal to N .
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Figure 2.5: Average BER comparison between OC and MRC for BPSK modulation. For a
system with N = 2 antennas and NI = 1 interferer.
Fig. 2.5 shows a comparison between OC and MRC in terms of the bit error rate. A
system with two antennas at destination and one interferer is considered. For comparative
purposes, different ranges of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) are considered, where SIR = 50
dB is the case practically without interference, and SIR = 0 dB corresponds to the case in
which interferer and source have the same receiving power, i.e, PI = PS. As shown, when
the interferer receiving power is negligible, the performance of OC and MRC are similar.
However, as the interferer power increase, the performance of OC looses one diversity order,
while MRC looses all diversity and consequently presents BER floor.
Fig. 2.6 shows the average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for OC with N = 4 antennas,
multiple interferers and BPSK modulation. In these curves, it is considered that PI >> PS.
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Figure 2.6: Average BER for OC with N = 4 antennas and multiple interferers.
As expected, each additional interferer affecting the destination reduces the diversity order
of one. For example, in the case of two interferers, the system maintain communication with
diversity of order two, even if all the interferers have high-power compared with the power
of the source. That is, OC completely eliminates the interference, once NI < N .
2.4 Cooperative Communication
Cooperative communication is an alternative transmission scheme that increases the di-
versity based on hardware sharing between terminals, aiming to emulate a virtual antenna
array. Thereby, it is possible to reduce the fading effects, improve cellular coverage, improve
the spectral efficiency and achieve energy saving.
The cooperative communication can appear in scenarios such as cognitive radio, sensor
networks, vehicular technology and specially in cellular networks. In Fig. 2.7, three typical
scenarios of cooperative networks are presented. In the first of them (from left to right), user
1 is communicating with the BS through a second user or relay, due to the fact that the direct
link is not available. This scenario is well know in literature as dual-hop relaying or multi-hop
relaying when more than one relay are used in parallel or cascade, respectively. In the second
scenario, user 2 is communicating with the BS directly and through relays simultaneously,
in order to obtain better performance. We refer to this scenario as cooperative network
throughout this document. Finally, in the third case, user 3 is outside the cell coverage but
can establish communication through a relay.
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Figure 2.7: Cooperative communication scenarios.
All three scenarios mentioned can operate by using the following cooperative techniques:
• Multiple antenna transmission of relay. In this technique, the communication is per-
formed through all relay antennas. As many time-slots as the number of antennas is
required for performing full retransmission to the destination. So, the spectral efficiency
is reduced proportionally with the number of antennas used.
• Antenna selection of relay. Only the best antenna is selected to perform cooperation.
The best antenna is the antenna which achieve the best end-to-end SNR at destination.
In this case, only one-time slot is used for retransmission. Therefore, it is possible to
obtain better spectral efficiency than the multiple antenna transmission technique.
Other selection techniques have been studied in the literature, as the case of partial
relay selection, but it does not achieve the same diversity, once the antenna is selected
according to the best source-relay (S −R) or relay-destination (R−D) link.
• Multiple relays transmission. In this technique, more than one relay is used for retrans-
mission, either with the best antenna or with all antennas. In this case, the number of
time-slots used by the system depends on the number of relays and/or antennas per
relay.
Two cooperative protocols are commonly mentioned in literature:
• Amplify-and-Forward (AF). Is the most popular protocol due to its simple deployment.
It is based on the relay retransmission of a received message by using an amplification
factor (or gain). It can be classified by the type of gain used, which can be variable or
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fixed. A variable gain implies knowledge by the relay of the source-relay channel, so
that the channel variations of the source-relay link can be instantly compensated. On
the other hand, a fixed gain uses a mean value of the channel gain. The variable gain
outperforms the fixed gain in terms of BER, but the gap between them is minimal and
the deployment of a fixed gain is much easier.
• Detect-and-Forward (DF). Also known in literature as decode-and-forward. There are
many variations of this protocol, however we consider the case in which the relay
detects and retransmits the symbols to the destination. The relay does not know if
a correct decision was made or not. Several researches have proved that DF achieves
better performance than AF in different scenarios, but at a cost of greater processing
complexity at relay.
2.4.1 Amplify-and-Forward
The AF protocol is commonly used due to its easy implementation. Fig. 2.8 describes a
basic cooperative scenario, in which a source, a relay and a destination are considered. PS
and PR are the power transmitted by the source and relay, respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Basic cooperative network with a source, relay and destination.
This protocol is based on two transmission stages. During the first stage, called as
broadcast stage, the source broadcasts the signal to the destination and to the relay at the
same time. During the second stage, the relay amplifies the signal and resends it to the
destination, which finally makes the symbol decision. In order for separate the first and
second stage at destination receiver, it is necessary that the relay retransmits the signal in a
different time-slot. Thus, at least two time-slots are needed to perform full communication.
Under noise and fading conditions, the received signal at destination and relay during
the first stage can be described, respectively, as follows:
ySD =
√
PSgx0 + nSD, (2.32)
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ySR =
√
PShx0 + nSR, (2.33)
As path-loss is not included, PS is also the power received by the relay and destination in
the first stage, g and h are the channel gains of S −D and S − R links, respectively, x0 is
the transmitted symbol, the variables nSD and nSR are the noise at destination and relay
during the first time-slot.
Due to the amplification at relay, the received signal at destination during the second
time-slot is given by:
yRD = ySRHv + nRD
= (
√
PShx0 + nSR)Hv + nRD,
(2.34)
where v is the channel gain of R−D link, nRD is the noise sample at destination during the
second stage and H is the fixed gain which is given by [4]:
H =
√
E
[
PR
PS|h|2 + σ2
]
(2.35)
Given that the system is affected only by noise and fading, MRC is the combiner technique
which maximize the system SNR by using the following compensation weights [1]:
w =

√
PSg
∗
σ2
H
√
PSh
∗v∗
(H2|v|2 + 1)σ2
 (2.36)
The destination which have the signals from the source and relay, can realize the combi-
nation through r = wTy, where y = [ySD, yRD]
T . As a result, the total output SNR, γt, can
be expressed by
γt =
PS|g|2
σ2
+
PS|h|2
σ2
PR|v|2
σ2
PR|v|2
σ2
+ C
, (2.37)
where γSD = PS|g|2/σ2, γSR = PS|h|2/σ2 and γRD = PS|v|2/σ2 are the instantaneous SNR
at S −D, S −R and R−D links, respectively, and C = PR/σ2H2. Hence, the output SNR,
can be rewritten as follows:
γt = γSD +
γSRγRD
γRD + C
. (2.38)
This system can achieve a diversity of second order, given by the direct link and the
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equivalent link through relay [4]. It is also possible to prove that the diversity improves
according with the number of relays.
2.4.2 Detect-and-Forward
Two stages are also needed in this protocol. The first one corresponds to the broadcast
stage, that has the same characteristic of AF protocol. During the second stage, the relay
receives the signal, realizes the detection and sends the detected symbol to the destination,
without caring if the symbol has been correctly detected or not. In this case, two time-
slots are also used to perform full communication. The same equations in (2.32) and (2.33)
describe the received signal at destination and relay during the first time-slot, respectively.
However, the received signal at destination from relay is given by:
yRD =
√
PRvx˜0 + nRD, (2.39)
where x˜0 is the detected symbol in the relay.
The optimal weights for the MRC combiner, under noise and fading conditions, were
obtained in [40], as follows:
w =

√
PSg
∗
σ2
√
PRv
∗
σ2
γSRD
γRD
 (2.40)
The destination receiver can realize the combination through r = wTy, where y =
[ySD, yRD]
T . For this technique, in [40] it is proved that the SNR of the equivalent link
through relay can be approximated to γSRD ≈ min{γSR, γRD}, which correspond to the
minimum value between the SNR of S−R and R−D links, given by PS|h|2/σ2 and PR|v|2/σ2,
respectively. In this sense, the resulting link S−R−D is dominated by the worst link between
S − R and R − D, that is, by the link with the highest bit error probability. In spite of
that, the minimum diversity obtained through this link is equal to the unit. Therefore, the
system achieves a diversity of second order given by the direct link and by the equivalent
link through relay. The output SNR can be expressed as follows [40]:
γt ≈ γSD + min{γSR, γRD}
≈ PS|g|
2
σ2
+ min
{
PS|h|2
σ2
,
PR|v|2
σ2
} (2.41)
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Fig. 2.9 presents a BER comparison between fixed gain AF and DF protocols as a
function of PS/σ
2 in dB, for MRC. A system with single antenna nodes is considered in a
scenario with one relay. As shown, both techniques achieve the same diversity. The DF
protocol is slightly better than the fixed gain AF. However, this gap is reduced in high SNR
regime.
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Figure 2.9: Average BER comparison between AF and DF for BSPK modulation, one relay
and MRC. All nodes have single antenna.
2.5 Moment-Generating Function for Performance Eval-
uation
In digital communications, the Q-function is the classical form for calculating the symbol
error rate (SER). The instantaneous SER over fading channels for M-PSK and M-QAM
modulation are given, respectively, by [34]
PPSKs ' 2Q
(√
2aγs
)
(2.42)
PQAMs = 4
(
1− 1√
M
)(√
2bγs
)
− 4
(
1− 1√
M
)2
Q2
(√
2bγs
)
, (2.43)
where γs =
∑N
i=1 PS|hi|2/(σ2 log2M) is the instantaneous SNR at destination, by considering
N receiver antennas. The parameters a = sin2(pi/M) and b = 3/[2(M−1)] are constants that
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depends on the specific modulation and Q(x) = 1/
√
2pi
∫∞
x
exp(−µ2/2)dµ. The constellation
size for M-QAM is given by M = 2n, where n is an even number.
For M-PSK modulation, the average SER can be expressed as follows:
Ps =
∫ ∞
0
2Q(
√
2aγs)fγs(γs)dγs, (2.44)
where fγs(γs) is the PDF of γs. Another alternative way for evaluating the average SER is
through the moment-generating function (MGF) based approach [39], whose representation
can be derived by using an equivalent Q-function expression known as Craig formula [41].
For M-PSK, the alternative Q-function is given by
Q(x) =
1
2pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
exp
(
− x
2
2 sin2 θ
)
dθ. (2.45)
Hence, by replacing (2.45) in (2.44), the average SER for M-PSK modulations can be
expressed as follows:
Ps =
∫ ∞
0
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
exp
(
− aγs
sin2 θ
)
fγs(γs)dθdγs
=
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
[∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− aγs
sin2 θ
)
fγs(γs)dγs
]
dθ
(2.46)
Now the integral in (2.46) (in brackets) involves the Laplace transform of fγs(γs) and, there-
fore, the MGF of γs, which is defined as
Mγs(s) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(sγs)fγs(γs)dγs = E[exp(sγs)] (2.47)
Finally, the average SER for M-PSK given by (2.46) can be alternatively expressed as
Ps =
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
Mγs
(
− a
sin2 θ
)
dθ. (2.48)
Similarly, it is not difficult to show that the average SER for square M-QAM modulations
is given by
Pe =
4
pi
(
1− 1√
M
)∫ pi/2
0
Mγs
(
− b
sin2 θ
)
dθ − 4
pi
(
1− 1√
M
)2 ∫ pi/4
0
Mγs
(
− b
sin2 θ
)
dθ.
(2.49)
In some cases, to obtain closed-form expressions of (2.48) or (2.49) is very complicated
due to the integration over θ. However, in [21] and [42], accurate approximations for M-PSK
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and M-QAM are presented, which are given respectively by
PPSKs ≈
(
ω
2pi
− 1
6
)
Mγs (−a) +
1
4
Mγs
(
−4
3
a
)
+
(
ω
2pi
− 1
4
)
Mγs
(
− a
sin2 ω
)
, (2.50)
PQAMs ≈
∆(2 + ∆)
6
Mγs (−b) + ∆(1−∆)Mγs
(
−4
3
b
)
+
∆2
2
Mγs(−2b), (2.51)
where ω = pi(M − 1)/M and ∆ = 1− 1/√M .
MGF for multipath fading
A multipath system is considered in Fig. 2.3, once the destination receives the signals
through N antennas. Therefore, N uncorrelated Rayleigh channels are presented. In this
scenario, the MGF can be obtained by using (2.8) and (2.47) as follows:
Mγs(s) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(sγs)
γN−1s
(N − 1)! γbN exp
(
−γs
γb
)
dγs,
=
(
1
1− sγb
)L (2.52)
The chi-squared PDF presented in (2.8) corresponds to the PDF of a multipath Rayleigh
fading, the term γb = PS/σ
2 is the average SNR of each individual S −D link. As seen, the
minimum exponent of γb is L, which is the diversity achieved by this system under noise and
fading conditions.
It is also possible to derive the MGF in an alternative way. Considering that all channels
are uncorrelated and i.i.d., the MGF of the system can be obtained by the product of the
MGF of each link, as follows:
Mγs(s) =
N∏
i=1
Mγbi (s)
= [Mγb(s)]
L
(2.53)
where γbi = PS|hi|2/σ2 is the instantaneous SNR of each link. As all channels gains are
uncorrelated and i.i.d., all of them have the same MGF, which is given by
Mγb(s) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(sγs)
1
γb
exp
(
−γs
γb
)
dγs,
=
(
1
1− sγb
) (2.54)
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Hence, by calculating the system MGF with either (2.52) or (2.53) the same result is obtained.
Fig. 2.10 shows a comparison between the exact expressions given in (2.48)-(2.49) and
the approximations given by (2.50)-(2.51), by considering QPSK and 64 QAM modulations.
Since a transmission through L uncorrelated Rayleigh channels is considered, the system
MGF is given by Mγs(s) = (1 − sγb)−L. In order to obtain the average BER, the approxi-
mation Pb = Ps/ log2M is considered, where M is the modulation order. Analytical results
confirm the tightness of the approximations, even for large L and higher order modulations.
Thus, it is effective to determine the system MGF for obtaining the average BER in order
to evaluate the system performance.
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Figure 2.10: Average BER comparison between the exact expressions given by (2.48)-(2.49)
and the approximate expressions given by (2.50)-(2.51). For QPSK and 64QAM modulation.
2.6 General Cooperative System and Channel Model
In the following chapters, a wireless cooperative network with a source, a relay equipped
with NR antennas and a destination equipped with ND antennas will be considered. Each
antenna at relay and destination are affected by IR and ID interferers, respectively.
This system works in two stages. During the first stage, the source broadcasts the signal
to the destination and also to the relay. Subsequently, during the second stage, the relay
uses AF or DF protocol before resend the signal to the destination. The destination uses an
OC to combine the signals from the source and from the multiple-antenna relay. Finally, the
OC is responsible to cancel the interference and to make the symbol decision.
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Figure 2.11: Wireless cooperative network composed by multiple-antenna relay and multiple-
antenna destination in the presence of multiple co-channel interferers.
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Figure 2.12: Channel gains at (a) interferer to relay link and (b) interferer to destination
link.
In reference to Fig. 2.11, the channel gains gi, hj and vj,i correspond to the links source
to destination (S − D), source to relay antenna (S − R) and relay antenna to destination
antenna (R−D), respectively, where i = 1, 2, ..., ND, and j = 1, 2, ..., NR are the destination
antenna and relay antenna indexes, respectively. The channel gain vectors at interferer-
relay (I − R) and interferer-destination (I − D) links are lm and f q, respectively, where
m = 1, 2, ..., IR and q = 1, 2, ..., ID, are the interferer indexes at relay and destination,
respectively, detailed in Fig. 2.12. All channel gains are i.i.d Rayleigh random variables.
Also, for each antenna it is associated an additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and
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variance σ2. The power transmitted by the source, by the relay, by the relay interferers
and by the destination interferers are PS, PR, PIR and PID , respectively. Additionally, it is
assumed that the destination has knowledge of all instantaneous channel gains.
During the first stage, the source broadcasts the symbol x with power PS to each relay
antenna and also to the destination antennas. The received vectors in this stage at relay and
destination can be represented, respectively, by
ySR =
√
PShx+
√
PIR
IR∑
m=1
lmxm + nSR (2.55)
ySD =
√
PSgx+
√
PID
ID∑
q=1
f qxq + nSD, (2.56)
where x, xm and xq are the symbol transmitted by the source, by each relay interferer and by
each destination interferer, respectively. The parameters nSR and nSD are the noise vectors
at relay and destination, respectively.
The second stage depends on the cooperative protocol and the transmission technique
used, either MAT or TAS, which are described in the following chapters.
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2.7 Summary and Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, the main concepts used throughout the thesis were covered. Some con-
cepts of mobile radio channel, diversity and performance evaluation were presented.
The MRC is the combiner technique that achieves ideal results under noise and fading
conditions, achieving diversity according to the number of reception antennas.
In addition to the noise and fading, cellular networks are affected by co-channel inter-
ference, which is present when the same channel is used in more than one cell at the same
time, producing performance degradation. Under these conditions, OC is the combining
technique that maximizes the SINR and can completely eliminates the interference. By
obtaining the optimal compensation weights and, as a consequence, by maximizing the in-
stantaneous SINR, OC is effective even when high-power interferers are present. In the
absence of interference, OC performs as a MRC.
Cooperative communications emerge as an alternative diversity technique, in which ter-
minals share their resources to create a virtual antenna array. This allows to achieve diversity
without additional hardware. Multiple cooperative protocols have been studied in the liter-
ature, where AF and DF are the most relevant. Both techniques achieve the same diversity
under noise and fading conditions. DF protocol is slightly better for low SNR values, how-
ever, both tend to the same performance for larger SNR values.
The bit error rate is one of the most used metrics to evaluate the performance of digital
systems, which is addressed by the Q-function. As an alternative, the MGF-based approach
is presented and explained in this chapter, making the performance analysis easier in systems
that use multiple i.i.d. channels, for M-PSK or M-QAM modulations.
In the next chapters, cooperative AF and DF systems with OC, multiple antennas in the
relay and destination, and in the presence of multiple interferers will be analysed.
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Chapter3
Amplify-and-Forward
In this chapter, the performance of AF cooperative network by using OC at destination
in the presence of multiple co-channel interference is analysed. Specifically, a scenario with
multiple antennas at relay and destination is considered, which are affected by interferers in
both nodes. As a multiple-antenna relay is considered, two transmission techniques are eval-
uated and compared: multiple antenna transmission (MAT) and transmit antenna selection
(TAS). In MAT, all relay antennas are used on the signal retransmission, while in TAS only
the best relay antenna is used. An approximation of the end-to-end instantaneous SINR is
proposed and the diversity is obtained for both transmission techniques.
For the MAT technique, the MGF of the received SINR is obtained in closed-form for
scenarios with multiple CCI at destination and at relays. For the TAS technique, the approx-
imated closed-form MGF is obtained only for the scenario with multiple CCI at destination.
TAS with multiple CCI at relays is not analysed due to its limitation for improving the
system diversity.
The tightness of the analytical results are verified using Monte-Carlo simulations in all
scenarios. It is observed that the proposed scenarios combat the interference obtaining a
significant diversity in a way that is not at all obvious. Finally, an alternative scenario
named dual-hopping is analysed, in which no direct link between source and destination is
available.
3.1 System and Channel Models
The cooperative network described in section 2.6 is considered in the analysis of AF
protocol. During the first stage, known as broadcast stage, the signal is received at the relay
and destination according with (2.55) and (2.56), respectively. Then, the relay uses MAT or
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TAS, which are described below.
3.1.1 Multiple Antenna Transmission
By using MAT, in the second stage, the j-th relay antenna receives the signal from the
source, amplifies it with a gain Hj and sends it to the destination in different time-slots.
Therefore, including the direct link, NR + 1 time-slots are used to perform full cooperation.
The received signal at destination during this stage is given by
yRD = ySRHv +
√
PID
ID∑
q=1
f qx
′
q + nRD, (3.1)
where v is the channel gain vector at R − D links, x′q is the symbol transmitted by the
destination interferer during the second stage, nRD is the noise vector at destination in the
second stage and H is the fixed gain vector [4] composed by the gains of each relay antenna,
which are given by
Hj =
√√√√E[ PR
PS|hj|2 + PIR
∑IR
m=1 |lm,j|2 + σ2
]
, (3.2)
where lm,j is the channel gain from the m-th interferer to the j-th antenna of the relay.
As shown in (3.2), each gain is limited by the transmission power and the number of
relay interferers [43]. The greater PIR or IR, the lower is the retransmission gain. Since all
relay antennas have the same transmission power, all gains also have the same mean value,
therefore H1 = ... = Hj = H. Hereafter, we will use the value H to refer to the relay
antennas gains.
3.1.2 Transmit Antenna Selection
In this case, during the second stage, only the antenna of the relay with the highest
end-to-end SINR at destination is selected to retransmit the signal. Therefore, in this case
only two time-slots are needed to perform cooperation. The received signal at destination
from the selected antenna is given by
yRD = y˜SRHv˜ +
√
PID
ID∑
q=1
f˜ qx
′
q + n˜RD, (3.3)
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where y˜SR is the transmitted signal from the source to the selected relay antenna. The
vectors v˜ and f˜ q correspond to the channel gains from source to the relay best antenna and
from interferers to destination, respectively. Finally, n˜RD is the noise vector at destination
during the second stage.
3.1.3 Optimum Combining
As mentioned in chapter 2, the MRC is the optimum technique for fading channels with
noise. However, in the presence of interference, MRC becomes a suboptimal solution. In
this context, the OC appears as the combination technique that eliminates the interference
effects by maximizing the SINR at the receiver.
In general, the instantaneous SINR for an OC can be obtained from (2.27), but as relaying
is involved, the noise-plus-interference autocorrelation matrix R is given by the interference
at destination, by the amplified interference retransmitted by the relay antennas and by the
noise at destination, as follows:
R = PID
ID∑
q=1
f ∗q f
T
q + PIRH
2
IR∑
m=1
(lmv)
∗ (lmv)T + E[ n∗nT ], (3.4)
If the interference is not presented, that is PID = 0 and PIR = 0, the matrix R reduces to
E[ n∗nT ] and OC becomes a MRC.
Using the decomposition of R−1 = UΩ−1UH given in (2.29), the instantaneous SINR can
be alternatively expressed as
γOC = PT δ
TΩ−1δ∗ =
Na∑
n=1
PT |δn|2
λn
, (3.5)
where Na is the number of receiving antennas, δ is a vector of random variables with the
same probability distribution of each channel gain and Ω is a diagonal matrix composed by
the eigenvalues of R.
The OC is used in the following subsections in order to eliminate the interference at both
relay and destination for the cooperative network described in Fig. 2.11. For better under-
standing the benefits of using OC in a cooperative sense, at first a system with interference
only at the relay is analysed, followed by a scenario with interference only at destination.
Finally, OC with interference at both relay and destination is evaluated and compared with
the earlier cases.
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3.2 Instantaneous SINR for MAT Technique
3.2.1 Noise-Limited Condition
Several papers which consider cooperative scenarios under fading channels and noise are
found in literature [1]- [3]. As a result, the MRC is the combining technique that achieve the
best performance, obtaining diversity due to the relay. Under these conditions, i.e. ID = 0
and IR = 0, the compensation weight vector that maximizes the SNR at destination can be
obtained as in (2.36), as follows:
w =
[√
PSg
∗
1
σ2
, ...,
√
PSg
∗
ND
σ2
,
H
√
PSh
∗
1v
∗
1,1
(H2|v1,1|2 + 1)σ2 , ...,
H
√
PSh
∗
NR
v∗NR,ND
(H2|vNR,ND |2 + 1)σ2
]T
, (3.6)
Once r = wTy, the total instantaneous SNR at destination can be expressed as
γt =
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+
NR∑
j=1

PS|hj|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
+ C

, (3.7)
where C = PR/(σ
2H2).
In general, the total instantaneous SNR of a cooperative system consists of the sum of
the instantaneous SNR of the direct links with the instantaneous SNR of the links through
relay. Hence, considering a system with ND destination antennas and NR relay antennas,
the total instantaneous SNR, γt, can be written as
γt = γSD + γSRD
=
ND∑
i=1
γSDi +
NR∑
j=1
γSRjγRjD
γRjD + C
(3.8)
where γSDi = PS|gi|2/σ2 is the instantaneous SNR of the link from the source to the i-th
destination antenna, γSRj = PS|hj|2/σ2 is the instantaneous SNR of the link from the source
to the j-th relay antenna and γRjD =
∑ND
i=1 PR|vj,i|2/σ2 is the instantaneous SNR of the link
from j-th relay antenna to the destination.
Under these circumstances, the diversity given by the link through relay does not improve
with the increment of antennas at destination [44]. The reason is that fading channels of
S −R links are resent to the destination antennas, as shown in (3.1) and, consequently, the
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R−D links became correlated due to the S−R links. Therefore, the diversity is determined
only by the number of S −R and S −D links, that is, the diversity is L = NR +ND.
3.2.2 Single Interferer at Relay
At first, a scenario with a single interferer at relay is considered, i.e. IR = 1 and ID = 0.
Despite the presence of a single interferer, it affects all relay antennas and consequently all
S − R links at the same time. In this case, the autocorrelation matrix R, given by (3.4), is
composed by the received interference at the relay antennas propagated to the destination,
as follows:
R = PIRH
2

l1,1v1,1
:
l1,NRvNR,ND

∗
l1,1v1,1
:
l1,NRvNR,ND

T
+ E


nSR1Hv1,1 + nRD1
:
nSRNRHvNR,ND + nRDND

∗ 
nSR1Hv1,1 + nRD1
:
nSRNRHvNR,ND + nRDND

T
 .
(3.9)
After numerical analysis and simulations [46], the NR eigenvalues can be approximated by
λSR,j ≈

PIR
NR∑
n=1
|l1,n|2H2 + σ2, for j = 1
σ2, for j = 2, .., NR
(3.10)
Using this consideration, the diagonal matrix Ω described in (3.5) is composed by one
large eigenvalue, λSR,1, corresponding to the interference affecting the relay antennas, and
NR − 1 small eigenvalues of the order of σ2. Also, the term H2 multiplies the interference
reached in all relay antennas, due to the retransmission. The presence of one large eigenvalue
is due to the number of interferers affecting the system, that is IR = 1. Finally, by replacing
(3.10) in (3.8), the following approximation of the instantaneous SINR can be obtained
γt =
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+
PS|h1|2
λSR,1
ND∑
i=1
PR|v1,i|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|v1,i|2
σ2
+ C
+
NR∑
j=2

PS|hj|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
+ C

, (3.11)
Notice that all interference at relay is concentrated in one S − R link (see λSR,1 in the
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second term of (3.11)), the other S − R links are free of interference. In this case, at high
SNR-regime, the term PS|h1|2/λSR,1 tends to zero and, consequently, the diversity is reduced
to L = NR + ND − 1, as the system loses one S − R link, which would contribute with the
diversity. Notice that (3.11) becomes (3.7) if the interference is not presented, i.e., PIR = 0
and λSR,1 = σ
2.
3.2.3 Multiple Interferers at Relay
Consider that the number of interferers is less than the number of relay antennas, i.e.
IR < NR. The autocorrelation matrix R of the received instantaneous SINR, γt, is given by
R = PIR
IR∑
m=1

lm,1v1,1
:
lm,NRvNR,ND

∗
lm,1v1,1
:
lm,NRvNR,ND

T
+ E


nSR1Hv1,1 + nRD1
:
nSRNRHvNR,ND + nRDND

∗ 
nSR1Hv1,1 + nRD1
:
nSRNRHvNR,ND + nRDND

T
 ,
(3.12)
The matrix R is decomposed so that its eigenvalues form the diagonal matrix Ω. These
eigenvalues are different for each particular configuration of the number of relay-antennas
and interferers. So, it is impossible to obtain a SINR in a general form. After numerical
analysis, we propose to evaluate the eigenvalues similarly to the case with a single interferer.
This implies that there are IR large eigenvalues and NR − IR small eigenvalues, as follows:
λSR,j ≈

PIR
NR∑
n=1
|lj,n|2H2 + σ2, for j = 1, .., IR
σ2, for j = IR+1, .., NR
(3.13)
In this case, there is one large eigenvalue for each interferer affecting the relay and the
other eigenvalues are small of the order of σ2. So, the instantaneous SINR can be expressed
as
γt =
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+
IR∑
j=1

PS|hj|2
λSR,j
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
+ C

+
NR∑
j=IR+1

PS|hj|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
+ C

, (3.14)
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Since IR < NR, all the interference can be eliminated at the cost of IR suppressed links,
as shown in (3.14). For better understanding, Fig. 3.1 shows that some links are suppressed
to eliminate the interference.
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c
𝐼𝑅 links are 
suppressed
Figure 3.1: Suppressed links by OC in order to eliminate the interference, for MAT in the
presence of multiple CCI at relay
3.2.4 Single Interferer at Destination
At first a scenario with a single interferer is considered, i.e., ID = 1 and IR = 0. In this
context, the interferer affects the destination during both stages. Therefore, the diagonal
matrix Ω contains ND(NR + 1) eigenvalues associated to the S −D and R−D links. Since
only one interferer affects the system, the eigenvalues take the following form:
λD,i ≈

PID
ND(NR+1)∑
n=1
|f1,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1
σ2, for i = 2, .., ND(NR + 1)
(3.15)
As one interferer reaches the destination, there is one large eigenvalue and ND(NR+1)−1
small eigenvalues of the order of σ2.
Once there is one large eigenvalue, the system suppress just one link to eliminate the
interference. It has been observed through simulations that the eigenvalue λD,1 affects only
one of the R − D links, which does not provide diversity gain. This is in agreement with
the SINR maximization performed by the OC. Therefore, the instantaneous SINR can be
expressed as
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γt =
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+
PS|h1|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|v1,i|2
λD,1
ND∑
i=1
PR|v1,i|2
λD,1
+ C
+
NR∑
j=2

PS|hj|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
+ C

, (3.16)
Notice in (3.16) that the interference at each destination antenna is contained in just the
first R −D link, by the eigenvalue λD,1 in the second term. In this case, none of the three
terms becomes zero, even if PID is high. So, in the worst scenario the term
∑ND
i=1 PR|vj,i|2/λD,1
becomes
∑ND
i=2 PR|vj,i|2/σ2, which still maintains ND − 1 links at R − D. As consequence,
one R−D link is lost in order to eliminate the interference, but a diversity of L = ND +NR
is achieved, similar to a system without interference.
3.2.5 Multiple Interferers at Destination
In general, the destination has ND(NR+1) available links that can be suppressed to cancel
the interference, which affects the first and second stage. Since the eigenvalues are different
for each particular configuration of ND, NR and ID, it is impossible to obtain the exact
expression of the instantaneous SINR. In that sense, we propose to evaluate the eigenvalues
similarly to the case with a single interferer, as follows:
λD,i ≈

PID
ND(NR+1)∑
n=1
|fi,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, 2, ..., ID
σ2, for i = ID + 1, .., ND(NR + 1)
(3.17)
As seen, there are ID large eigenvalues and ND(NR+1)−ID small eigenvalues of the order
of σ2. So, ID links are suppressed to eliminate all interference. However, as OC maximizes
the SINR, the system suppress first the R − D links which does not provide diversity gain
followed by the S −D links.
Three cases are needed to clarify the behaviour of OC in the presence of multiple interferer
at destination.
Case 1: ID ≤ NR(ND − 1)
In this case, one R −D link is suppressed for each interferer, remaining one R −D link
for each relay antenna in order to keep operative all S −R−D links. Therefore, the system
diversity is maintained in L = ND + NR. Fig. 3.2 shows a representation of the suppressed
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Table 3.1: Diversity for AF with MAT and multiple CCI
Technique IR or ID Diversity (L)
MAT with CCI IR ≤ NR ND+NR−IR
at relay IR > NR ND
MAT with CCI ID ≤ NR(ND−1) ND +NR
at destination NR(ND−1) < ID ≤ ND+NRND ND +NRND − ID
links by OC for this particular case, where ID ≤ NR(ND − 1). At least one link R − D is
maintained for each relay antenna, in addition to all S −D links.
𝐷
𝑁𝑅
𝑁𝐷
𝑆
𝐼ID𝐼1
𝑅
𝐷
𝑁𝑅
𝑁𝐷
𝑆
𝑅
𝑁𝑅(𝑁𝐷-1) links 
are suppressed
Figure 3.2: Suppressed links by OC in order to aliminate the interference, for MAT in the
presence of multiple CCI at destination. For ID ≤ NR(ND − 1).
Case 2: NR(ND − 1) < ID ≤ NRND
In this case, all the remaining R−D links are used to eliminate each additional interferer,
maintaining operative all direct links S−D. By this considerations the system diversity can
decay up to ND, when ID = NRND.
Case 3: NRND < ID ≤ ND +NRND
In this case, all the remaining links S − D are sacrificed to suppress the additional
interferers. Therefore, the system diversity is given by L = ND + NRND − ID. In this
situation, the system can lose all diversity.
Table 3.1 presents the diversity that depends on the number of interferers, relay antennas
and destination antennas.
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3.3 Instantaneous SINR for TAS technique
3.3.1 Noise-Limited Condition
In this case, only the best relay antenna is chosen for retransmission. The best antenna
is selected according with the maximum end-to-end instantaneous SINR, that is given by
γt =
ND∑
i=1
γSDi + max
j∈NR
{
γSRjγRjD
γRjD + C
}
(3.18)
TAS provides the same diversity of MAT [7]- [9], i.e., L = ND +NR. The relay antenna
selection is preferable once the number of time-slots used for cooperation is reduced from
NR + 1 to 2, resulting in greater spectral efficiency.
3.3.2 Multiple Interferers at Relay
Once one relay antenna is used for retransmission, there is only one S −R available link
to be suppressed in order to cancel the interference, as seen in Fig. 3.3. Therefore, if IR ≥ 1,
the only S −R link is suppressed and the diversity is given only by the direct links between
source and destination, that is L = ND. Thereby, TAS with interference at relay is not
analysed in this thesis, due to its low diversity gain.
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The best relay  
antenna is 
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Figure 3.3: Suppresed link by OC in order to eliminate the inferference, for TAS in the
presence of multiple CCI at relay
3.3.3 Multiple Interferers at Destination
For this technique, there are 2ND available links at destination to cancel the interference
after two stages. The autocorrelation matrix R has the following eigenvalues:
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Table 3.2: Diversity for AF with TAS and multiple CCI
Technique IR or ID Diversity (L)
TAS with CCI IR > 0 ND
at relay
TAS with CCI ID < ND ND +NR
at destination ND ≤ ID < 2ND 2ND+NR−ID−1
λD,i ≈

PID
2ND∑
n=1
|fi,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, .., ID
σ2, for i = ID + 1, .., 2ND
(3.19)
Due to the presence of ID interferers, there are same number of large eigenvalues in the
matrix Ω, the other small eigenvalues are of the order of σ2. Two cases are needed to clarify
the OC behaviour with TAS technique and, consequently, to obtain the diversity gain.
Case 1: ID < ND
In this case, one R − D link is suppressed per each interferer, remaining at least one
R−D link but with diversity of NR, given by the antenna selection. Therefore, the system
diversity maintains in the order of L = NR +ND. Fig. 3.4 shows the suppressed links for a
scenario with ID = ND − 1.
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𝑆
𝑅
𝑁𝐷 − 1 links are 
suppressed 
Figure 3.4: Suppresed link by OC in order to eliminate the inferference, for TAS in the
presence of ID = ND − 1 interferers at destination.
Case 2: ND ≤ ID < 2ND
In this case, all the links cooperate with the system diversity. The remaining R − D
link has a diversity of NR due to the antenna selection, so it must be preserved. Hence, the
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system suppress the others S −D links per each additional interferer, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
The system diversity reduces according with L = 2ND +NR− ID− 1, as shown in Table 3.2.
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𝑆
𝑅
One R - D links 
is preserved
Figure 3.5: Suppresed link by OC in order to eliminate the inferference, for TAS in the
presence of ND ≤ ID interferers at destination.
3.4 MAT and TAS Extension for Multiple Relays
In the presence of multiple relays, the system behaves similarly to a single relay system
with multiple antennas. For the case of interference at relay antennas, each S − R link is
suppressed per interferer and the diversity decays linearly with the number of interferers.
On the other hand, for interference at destination antennas, as OC maximize the SINR, at
first the R−D links which provide less diversity are used to eliminate the interference. The
diversity vary according with the number of relays (K), relay antennas (NR) and destination
antennas (ND).
In this context, incrementing the number of relays or the number of relay antennas have
exactly the same results. This is equivalent to consider a system with KNR antennas and
one relay. In Table 3.3 and in the next subsections this consideration is assumed.
Example 1 A scenario with one relay, NR = 2 relay antennas and ND = 4 destination
antennas affected by multiple interferers is shown in Fig. 3.6. If the interferers affects only
the relay and if MAT is performed, see Table 3.4, the system reduces its diversity since the
presence of the first interferer. However, it achieves a minimum diversity of L = 4, that
is the number of S −D links, which are not affected by the relay interferers. On the other
hand, if the interferers are present only at destination, see Table 3.5, MAT can support
ID = 6 interferers without reducing the diversity. After that, one diversity order is lost
per interferer. While TAS can support ID = 3 interferers without reducing the diversity, it
decays to zero when more than ID = 8 interferers are present. Hence, MAT supports more
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Table 3.3: Diversity summary for MAT and TAS in AF cooperative network, by considering
multiple relays and multiple CCI
Technique IR or ID Diversity (L)
MAT or TAS IR = 0, ID = 0 ND +KNR
without CCI
MAT with CCI IR ≤ KNR ND+KNR−IR
at relay IR > KNR ND
MAT with CCI ID ≤ KNR(ND−1) ND +KNR
at destination KNR(ND−1) < ID ≤ ND+KNRND ND +KNRND − ID
ID > ND+KNRND 0
TAS with CCI IR > 0 ND
at relay
TAS with CCI ID < ND ND +KNR
at destination ND ≤ ID < 2ND 2ND+KNR−ID−1
ID ≥ 2ND 0
interferers than TAS when the interferers affect the destination. However, if a large number
of interferers affect the relay, both TAS and MAT obtain the same diversity.
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𝑁𝐷
𝑆
𝑅
𝐼IR𝐼1 𝐼IR𝐼1
Figure 3.6: Cooperative system with KNR = 2 and ND = 4 in the presence of multiple
interferers at relay and destination. By using (a) MAT and (b) TAS
3.5 Performance Analysis
In the earlier sections, the instantaneous SINR for MAT and TAS in the presence of
multiple interferers are derived. This expressions are composed by independents terms,
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Table 3.4: Example of diversity for a AF cooperative network with KNR = 2, ND = 4 and
interference at relays
IR 0 1 2 3 4 5
MAT 6 5 4 4 4 4
TAS 6 4 4 4 4 4
Table 3.5: Example of diversity for a AF cooperative network with KNR = 2, ND = 4 and
interference at destination
ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MAT 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TAS 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
corresponding to the S − D and S − R − D links. Since the direct links and the links
through relay are uncorrelated, it is possible to obtain the system MGF from the product of
the MGFs of each term. Afterwards, the average BER for a variety of modulations can be
obtained by using the MGF-based approach detailed in chapter 2. In the next subsections,
the MGF for each transmission technique and each interference scenario is presented.
The following average values are employed in the performance analysis of the next sub-
sections: γSD = PS/σ
2, γRD = PR/σ
2, γSR = PS/σ
2, γIR = PIR/σ
2, γID = PID/σ
2, which
represent the average SNR of each S − D, R − D, S − R, I − R and I − D link, respec-
tively. The following variables are also defined: λR = E[λR]/σ2 = KNRH2γIR + 1 and
λD = E[λD]/σ2 = ND(KNR + 1)γID + 1, where E[λR] and E[λD] are the average eigenvalues.
3.5.1 MAT without Interference
Under noise-limited conditions, from (3.7), the total MGF is given by product of two
terms, one related to the ND direct links and another to the KNR links through relay, as
follows:
Mγt(s) =
[
MγSD(s)
]ND[
MγSRD(s)
]KNR
, (3.20)
where the first term was derived in (2.54), and correspond to the MGF of a single S − D
link, given by
MγSD(s) =
1
1− sγSD . (3.21)
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The second term MγSRD(s) is the MGF related to an equivalent S − R − D link, which is
given by [45]
MγSRD(s) =
1
1− sγSR + exp
[
C
γRD(1− sγSR)
]
× C
ND(−sγSR)
γRD
ND(1− sγSR)ND+1Γ
[
1−ND, C
γRD(1− sγSR)
]
,
(3.22)
where Γ[x, y] is the upper incomplete gamma function. The diversity order of this system is
ND +KNR, which is the sum of exponents of (3.20).
3.5.2 MAT with Multiple Interferers at Relays
As there are only KNR available links to combat the interference at relay, the MGF is
obtained from (3.14) for the case IR ≤ KNR, as follows:
Mγt(s) =
[
MγSD(s)
]ND[
MγSRD|I(s)
]IR[
MγSRD(s)
]KNR−IR
. (3.23)
As the interference affects only the relays, the term related to S−D link is always free of
interference and contributes with a diversity of ND. In relation to the S −R−D links, the
term MγSRD(s) corresponds only to the MGF of the links free of interference, so its exponent
defines a diversity contribution of KNR − IR. Finally, the term MγSRD|I(s) corresponds to
the MGF of the S−R−D links affected by interference at the relay antenna, so, no diversity
contribution is given by this term. MγSRD|I(s) takes similar form as (3.22), but by replacing
γSR with γSR/λR, resulting in
MγSRD|I(s) =
λR
λR − sγSR
+ exp
[
λRC
γRD(λR − sγSR)
]
× λR
ND
CND(−sγSR)
γRD
ND(λR − sγSR)ND+1
Γ
[
1−ND, λRC
γRD(λR − sγSR)
]
,
(3.24)
in which λR = KNRH
2γI + 1.
3.5.3 MAT with Multiple Interferers at Destination
The following example is used for better understanding of MAT and TAS with multiple
interferers at destination.
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Example 2 A scenario with one relay, NR = 2 relay antennas, ND = 3 destination anten-
nas and multiple interferers at destination is represented in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8, for MAT
and TAS techniques, respectively. Both figures show the suppressed links by the OC, as the
number of interferers increases.
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Figure 3.7: Suppressed links by OC in order to eliminate the interference. For MAT tech-
nique, K = 1, NR = 2 and ND = 3 in the presence of multiple interferers at destination.
For MAT, the total MGF depends on the number of interferers and on the number of
receiver antennas according with Table 3.3. As commented in the earlier section, MAT with
interference at destination can be divided in three cases.
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Figure 3.8: Suppressed links by OC in order to eliminate the interference. For TAS technique,
K = 1, NR = 2 and ND = 3 in the presence of multiple interferers at destination.
Case 1: ID ≤ KNR(ND − 1)
In this context, all R − D links are suppressed by the OC to eliminate the interferers,
except one link R − D per relay antenna. All S − D links are also free of interference. In
Fig. 3.7, this case corresponds to the scenarios with up to ID = 4 interferers. The diversity
obtained by this case is maintained in L = 5, since one R−D link per relay antenna is still
available.
The MGF in this case can be written as follows:
Mγt(s) =
[
MγSD(s)
]ND KNR∏
j=1
MγSRjD|IDj
(s), (3.25)
where IDj ≤ ND − 1. The first term in (3.25) is free of interference and correspond to the
ND MGFs given by the S − D links. The second term are the MGFs for the KNR links
through relay. Specifically, MγSRjD|IDj
(s) is the MGF of the j-th S −Rj −D link affected by
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IDj interferers.
Case 2: KNR(ND − 1) < ID ≤ KNRND
In this case, the OC suppress all R − D links, leaving only the S − D links free of
interference. In the example of Fig. 3.7, this case corresponds to the scenario with ID = 5
or ID = 6 interferers. The MGF is similar to (3.25), but with the restriction that ND − 1 ≤
IDj ≤ ND.
Case 3: KNRND < ID ≤ ND +KNRND
In this case, as there are no R −D links available, the OC begin to suppress the S −D
links. In the example of Fig. 3.7, this case corresponds to the scenario with ID = 7 or ID = 8
interferers. The MGF is given by
Mγt(s) =
[
MγSD(s)
]ND−b[
MγSD|I=1(s)
]b KNR∏
j=1
MγSRjD|IDj
(s), (3.26)
where IDj = ND and b = ID −KNRND.
Table 3.6 shows the MGF representation and the values of some variables for all cases by
considering the scenario of Example 2.
The following three MGF definitions are needed to compute (3.25) and (3.26). The first
MGF, MγSD|I=1(s), is related to a S −D link affected by interference, given by [17]
MγSD|I=1(s) =
(
1− sγSD
λD
)−1
, (3.27)
where λD = ND(KNR + 1)γID + 1.
The second MGF, MγSRjD|IDj
(s), with IDj = ND, is related to a S − R − D link with
all destination antennas affected by interference, which takes the similar form of (3.22) but
replacing γRD with γRD/λD, as follows:
MγSRjD|IDj=ND
(s) =
1
1− sγSR + exp
[
λDC
γRD(1− sγSR)
]
× λD
ND
CND(−sγSR)
γRD
ND(1− sγSR)ND+1Γ
[
1−ND, λDC
γRD(1− sγSR)
]
.
(3.28)
The last MGF, MγSRjD|IDj
(s), with IDj < ND, whose derivation is detailed in Appendix
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Table 3.6: Mγt(s) for AF cooperative network with MAT. For K = 1, NR = 2, ND = 3 and
multiple interferers at destination
Case ID ID1 ID2 b Mγt(s) L
1 1 0 - 5
Case 1 2 1 1 -
[
MγSD(s)
]3
MγSR1D|ID1
(s)MγSR2D|ID2
(s) 5
3 1 1 - 5
4 1 1 - 5
Case 2 5 2 1 -
[
MγSD(s)
]3
MγSR1D|ID1
(s)MγSR2D|ID2
(s) 4
6 2 2 - 3
Case 3 7 2 2 1
[
MγSD(s)
]2[
MγSD|I(s)
]1
MγSR1D|ID1
(s)MγSR2D|ID2
(s) 2
8 2 2 2 MγSD(s)
[
MγSD|I(s)
]2
MγSR1D|ID1
(s)MγSR2D|ID2
(s) 1
A, is given by
MγSRjD|IDj<ND
(s) =
λD
IDj (1− λD)1−ND
γRD

IDj−1∑
i=0
Biφi
(
λD
γRD
)
−
m∑
i=0
Ciφi
(
1
γRD
), (3.29)
where m = ND − IDj − 1 and the variables Bi and Ci that can be recursively calculated, are
given respectively by
Bi =
(−1)IDj−1+i
(IDj − 1)!
(IDj−1
i
)(
ND−1
i
) IDj∏
n=1
n6=i+1
(ND − n),
Ci =
IDj−1∑
k=0
(−1)IDj−1+k
(IDj − 1)!
(
i
k
)(IDj−1
k
)(
ND−1
k
) IDj∏
n=1
n6=k+1
(ND − n)
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and
φi(µ) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(sγ)ϕi(µ)dγ
=
(
1− λD
γRD
)i(
1
µ
)i+1
×
{
1
1− sγSR + exp
(
Cµ
1− sγSR
)
C i+1(−sγSR)µi+1
(1− sγSR)i+2 Γ
[
−i, C
(1− sγSR)µ
]}
.
3.5.4 TAS with Multiple Interferers at Destination
The TAS technique has a behaviour that is not at all obvious when multiple interferers
at destination are presented. So, two cases are needed to cover all situations, as follows.
Case 1: ID < ND
As the best relay antenna is used for retransmission, a maximum of ND − 1 links are
available for the S −R−D links to maintain the diversity of ND +KNR constant. So, the
system can eliminates up to ND − 1 interferers without losing diversity. In the example of
Fig. 3.8, this case is represented by the scenario with ID = 1 and ID = 2 interferers. The
total MGF is given by
Mγt(s) =
[
MγSD(s)
]ND[
MγTAS|ID (s)
]
, (3.30)
where MγTAS|ID (s) is the MGF of the links through relays affected by ID interferers at desti-
nation, where ID ≤ ND− 1. Its exponent is one because only the best relay antenna is used.
However, once the selection technique is used, this term has a diversity of KNR.
Case 2: ND ≤ ID < 2ND
In case 1, up to ND−1 links are sacrificed to eliminate the interferers. In the presence of
more interferers, the remaining link through relay is maintained, once this link is responsible
for the diversity obtained by the antenna selection, as seen in the example of Fig. 3.8 for the
scenarios with 3 ≤ ID ≤ 5 interferers. Therefore, in case 2, the direct links are suppressed
to cancel the interferers. The total MGF for this case is given by
Mγt(s) =
[
MγSD(s)
]ND−c[
MγSD|I=1(s)
]c[
MγTAS|I=ND−1(s)
]
, (3.31)
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where c = ID−ND + 1. The MGFs MγSD(s) and MγSD|I=1(s) are given by (3.21) and (3.27),
respectively, and MγTAS|I=ND−1(s) is the MGF of the best S −R−D link affected by ND − 1
interferers at destination.
In order to obtain MγTAS|I (s), the PDF of the instantaneous SINR through the best relay,
γTAS, is needed. Assuming that the S − R − D links are i.i.d., the PDF of γTAS can be
expressed as [47, eq. 7.14]
fγTAS(γ) = KNR fγSRD(γ) [FγSRD(γ)]
KNR−1 , (3.32)
where FγSRD(γ) and fγSRD(γ) are the CDF and PDF of the S − R − D SINR, defined in
(A.5) and (A.6) of Appendix A, respectively. Finally, the MGF can be obtained through
MγTAS|I (s) =
∫∞
0
exp(sγ)fγTAS(γ)dγ. This MGF does not have closed-form, so it must be
computed numerically.
3.6 Dual-Hop Scenario Affected by Interference at Des-
tination
A particular scenario is analysed in this section, in which the links between source and
destination are not available. Hence, the communication is only possible through relay, as
shown in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Dual-hop network with multiple relays and multiple interferers at destination.
3.6.1 MAT Affected by Multiple Interferers
As the direct link is not available, the instantaneous SINR is given only by the received
signal from relays. So, it is given by
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Table 3.7: Diversity for dual-hop AF relaying network
Technique ID Diversity (L)
ID ≤ KNR(ND−1) KNR
MAT KNR(ND−1) < ID ≤KNRND KNRND − ID
ID ≥ KNRND 0
TAS ID < ND KNR
ID ≥ ND 0
γt =
K∑
k=1
NR∑
j=1

PS|hk,j|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vk,j,i|2
λD,i
ND∑
i=1
PR|vk,j,i|2
λD,i
+ C

, (3.33)
in which λD,i is the eigenvalue of the matrix R for the link between relay and i-th destination
antenna, which are given by
λD,i ≈

PID
KNRND∑
n=1
|fi,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, .., ID
σ2, for i = ID + 1, .., KNRND
(3.34)
As mentioned before, due to OC, the first R − D links are suppressed, which do not
contribute to diversity. So, this scenario can support up to KNR(ND−1) interferers without
reducing the diversity, as seen in Table 3.7. For better understanding, Fig. 3.10 shows the
effects of KNR(ND − 1) interferers over the destination links. The system uses all R − D
links, except one R−D link per each antenna relay, maintaining a diversity of KNR.
The MGF of the instantaneous SINR can be expressed according to the number of inter-
ferers, as follows:
Mγt(s) =
KNR∏
j=1
MγSRjD|IDj
(s), (3.35)
where MγSRjD|IDj
(s) is the MGF related to S − Rj − D link with IDj interferers affecting
the destination antennas. The terms MγSRjD|IDj=ND
and MγSRjD|IDj<ND
can be obtained from
(3.28) and (3.29), respectively, but by considering that λD = KNRNDγI + 1, once only the
links through relay are used.
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Figure 3.10: Suppressed links by the OC in order to eliminate the interference, for Dual-Hop
and MAT in the presence ID = KNR(ND − 1) interferers at destination.
3.6.2 TAS Affected by Multiple Interferers
For TAS in dual-hop scenario, the instantaneous SINR at destination is obtained by the
selection of the maximum value through all relay antennas, as follows:
γt = max
k∈K;j∈NR

PS|hk,j|2
σ2
ND∑
i=1
PR|vk,j,i|2
λD,i
ND∑
i=1
PR|vk,j,i|2
λD,i
+ C

, (3.36)
where λD,i is given by
λD,i ≈

PID
ND∑
n=1
|fi,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, .., ID
σ2, for i = ID + 1, .., ND
(3.37)
Fig. 3.11 shows the suppressed links for a system affected by ND−1 interferers. As seen,
only one R −D link is responsible for a diversity of KNR due to the antenna selection. As
only one S − R − D link is operative, this system can support up to ND − 1 interferers in
order to maintain the diversity of KNR. If the number of interferer is greater, the diversity
decays to zero, once no more links are available to cancel the additional interferers. The
MGF for ID < ND can be expressed by
Mγt(s) = MγTAS|I (s), (3.38)
where MγTAS|I<ND (s) is the MGF of the best S −R−D link with I interferers affecting the
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destination antennas, where I < ND
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Figure 3.11: Suppressed links by OC in order to eliminate the interference, for Dual-Hop
and TAS in the presence ID = ND − 1 interferers at destination.
Example 3 The diversity for a particular dual-hop scenario with KNR = 2 and ND = 4
antennas affected by multiple interferers is presented in Table 3.8. If MAT is used, the system
maintains a diversity of L = 2 until ID = 6 interferers, as one R −D is still available per
relay antenna. On the other hand, for TAS, the system can support up to ID = 3 interferers
without losing diversity, after that, the diversity goes to zero. Hence, MAT can support much
more interferers than TAS.
Table 3.8: Example of diversity for dual-hop AF network with KNR = 2, ND = 4 and
interference at destination
ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MAT 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0
TAS 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
3.7 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this subsection, it is presented the numerical and simulation results of AF in several
scenarios with interference at relay and destination. All figures consider BPSK modulation,
so PS/σ
2 = Eb/N0. Furthermore, in general, it is considered that all distances between nodes
are equal to the unit, i.e., dSD = dRD = dSR.
Fig. 3.12 presents analytical and simulation results of the average BER as a function
of PS/σ
2 for the BPSK modulation by considering several scenarios with interference at
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Figure 3.12: Average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for BPSK, considering MAT and multiple
interferers at destination.
destination and MAT technique. Equal transmission power for the source, all relays and all
interferers are supposed, i.e., PS = PR = PID . A network with K = 1, 2, 4 relays, NR = 2
antennas each one and ND = 1, 2, 4 antennas at destination is considered. Also, ID = 3
interferers disturb the destination. Simulation results show that the analytical expressions
given by (3.25) and (3.26) are tight, a gap less than 0.5 dB is given when KNR >> ID
or ND >> ID. The small gap is due to the fact that, as the number of available links
exceed by far the number of interferers, the eigenvalues of matrix R tends to be equal to the
proposed and consequently, the approximation of the SINR is accurate. The OC eliminates
completely the interference and a diversity is achieved according to Table 3.3, that is a
diversity of L = ND + KNRND − ID for a scenario with KNR = 2 and ND = 2, and
a diversity of L = ND + KNR for the others. Furthermore, incrementing the number of
antennas at destination, ND, has better performance than incrementing KNR. For example,
KNR = 2 and ND = 8 presents better performance than KNR = 8 and ND = 2, although
both have the same diversity. Reducing the number of cooperative relays is really important
when spectral efficiency is considered, due to the fact that a system with K relays and NR
antennas needs KNR + 1 time-slots in order to combine all received signals. Therefore, the
spectral efficiency is reduced in proportion to KNR + 1.
Fig. 3.13 shows the effects caused by interferers with different power levels, for the
scenario with KNR = 2 and ND = 4 antennas at destination. As seen, the gap between the
effects of PID = ∞ or PID = PS is less than 0.5 dB for ID = 6 interferers. However, this
gap is reduced as the number of interferers becomes smaller than the number of available
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Figure 3.13: Average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for BPSK, considering MAT with KNR = 2
and ND = 4 antennas at destination.
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Figure 3.14: Average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for BPSK, considering MAT affected by
multiple interferers only at relays.
links at destination. The effects on the performance caused by different-power interferers are
negligible, once the optimum combining is considered in the analysis.
Fig. 3.14 presents analytical and simulation results of the average BER as a function
of PS/σ
2 by considering MAT in several scenarios with interference at relays. It is also
supposed equal transmission power for the source, all relays and all interferers. In this case,
the same scenarios of Fig. 3.12 are considered and IR = 2 interferers disturb all relays. As
a result, a diversity of KNR + ND − IR is achieved in all scenarios, as IR ≤ KNR. In this
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Figure 3.16: Average BER for MAT and TAS. For a cooperative system with KNR = 4 and
ND = 4 affected by ID = 3 and ID = 10 interferers at destination.
case, incrementing the number of antennas at destination achieves better performance than
incrementing KNR, even more when the number of interferers IR is large, once they do not
disturb the direct link.
Fig. 3.15 shows the effects of interference at relays and/or at destination in a MAT
scenario with KNR = 2, ND = 4. On the one hand, for ID = 2 and IR = 0, the system
maintains the same diversity of L = 6, as in a system without interference, except for a
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little loss. The diversity decreases to L = 4 for ID = 0 and IR = 2, once a S − R link is
suppressed in order to cancel each interferer, leaving only the S−D links free of interference.
On the other hand, if a large number of interferers is present, as in the case of ID = 10 and
IR = 0, a diversity of L = 2 is yet achieved according to Table 3.3, while ID = 0 and IR = 10
presents a diversity of L = 4, once the interference at the relays does not disturb the S −D
links, even for a large number of interferers. That is, for a small number of interferers,
interference at destination outperforms interference at relays, while for a large number of
interferers, interference at relays has better performance. The case ID = 10 and IR = 2,
evidently does not achieve diversity due to the fact that the system uses all S − R links to
eliminate the interference at relays and the number of S−D links is not enough to eliminate
the interference at destination.
A comparison between MAT and TAS is shown in Fig. 3.16. A scenario with KNR = 4
and ND = 4 is supposed by considering interference only at destination. In order to keep the
total power constant equal to PT = PS+PR = p, it is assumed PS = PR = PID = p/2 for TAS,
while PS = PR = p/(KNR + 1) is considered for MAT, but maintaining PID = p/2. Under
these conditions, TAS outperforms MAT for ID = 3, but both achieve the same diversity of
L = 8. However if ID = 10, TAS loses all diversity, while MAT maintains the same diversity.
That is, for a small number of ID, specifically when ID < ND, TAS outperforms MAT.
However, if a large number of interferers at destination is present, MAT is preferable. As
the optimum combining uses one link to eliminate each interferer, the number of interferers
supported by the system is determined by the number of available links, either at the relay
or destination. While TAS has 2ND available links (ND direct links and ND links between
the selected relay antenna and the destination), MAT has ND + KNRND available links,
as it uses all relay antennas for retransmission, obtaining diversity even for a large number
of interferers. On the other hand, if the interferers affect the relays, TAS does not obtain
diversity from the link through relay, as the unique S − R selected link is used to eliminate
the interference. In contrast, MAT has KNR available links, achieving diversity as shown in
Fig. 3.14.
Fig. 3.17 shows analytical results of the average BER as a function of the normalized
length of S − R link in relation to S − D link, by considering KNR = 1, ND = 2, 4, and
ID = 1 interferer at destination. A total power of PT = PS +PR = 13 dB is considered. The
path-loss of S − R and R−D links are given by kd−βSR and kd−βRD, respectively. Normalizing
the length dSD = 1 of the direct link, and using a path-loss exponent of β = 4.5, that is valid
for 28 GHz [31], three cases are considered: PS = 0.8PT , PS = 0.5PT and PS = 0.2PT . As
expected, the better location of the relay is near the source, when a large number of antennas
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at destination is considered. This fact is based on the following reasoning. In S − R − D
link, the R−D links do not generate diversity due to the correlation with the S − R links,
so the diversity is given by the number of S −R links, that is KNR. However, as the S −R
links have better performance in relation to the R −D links, S − R and R −D links tend
to be uncorrelated and a significant gain is achieved by the system.
Fig. 3.18 presents a comparison between the performances of OC and MRC in a cooper-
ative network with KNR = 2 and ND = 2, 4, 8 antennas at destination affected by ID = 3
interferers. Equal transmission power for the source, relays and interferers is assumed. As
shown, notice the superiority of OC in comparison with MRC, which achieves zero diversity
in all scenarios, while OC achieves a diversity of L = 3, 6 and 10 for ND = 2, 4 and 8,
respectively.
Finally, Fig. 3.19 shows analytical and simulation results of average BER for MAT and
TAS techniques by considering BPSK in a dual-hopping network. A scenario with one relay
equipped with NR = 2, 4, 8 antennas and destination with ND = 4 antennas affected with
ID = 2 interferers is considered. All nodes have also the same power transmission. As
expected, the system achieves a diversity of L = KNR, as ID < 4, for both transmission
techniques. The diversity does not depend on the number of destination antennas, it depend
only on the number of S −R links, NR. Under this conditions, MAT outperforms TAS, due
principally to the fact that MAT uses a total transmission power proportional to the number
of relay antennas, while TAS uses only the best antenna.
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Figure 3.17: Average BER for different normalized locations of the relay and differents values
of PR/PT . For a cooperative system with KNR = 1 and ND = 2, 4 antennas at destination
affected by ID = 1 interferer.
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3.8 Summary and Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, the effects of multiple co-channel interferers on the performance of co-
operative AF network by using optimum combining, multiple-antenna relays and multiple-
antenna destination is presented. Also, a dual-hopping scenario is analysed for the case
of interference at destination. The diversity of MAT and TAS techniques is analysed and
compared in several scenarios.
In a previous chapter, it is shown that the performance evaluation of a cooperative system
with OC has mathematical complexity related to the calculation of the noise-plus-interference
autocorrelation inverse matrix. So, it is necessary to transform a matrix into another which
contains its eigenvalues. After the mathematical analysis and simulations, the eigenvalues
of different interference situations are proposed, for both TAS and MAT. As a result, the
end-to-end instantaneous SINR can be derived for the scenarios with interference at relay
or destination, for both transmission techniques. The SINR equation shows that the system
uses S − R links in order to eliminate the relay interferers. However if the interferers affect
the destination, the system uses either R −D or S −D links, depending on the number of
interferers.
The presence of a large number of interferers at relay is less harmful than at destina-
tion, once the direct links are not affected. However, if the number of interferers is small,
the system with interference at destination has better performance than the system with
interference at relay. Both transmission techniques eliminate the interference, achieving a
diversity order in a not at all obvious manner, according to the number of relay antennas,
destination antennas and interferers, as presented in Table 3.3. In both cases, incrementing
the number of antennas at destination achieves better performance than incrementing the
number of antennas at relays.
In addition, while MAT cancels more interferers than TAS, TAS achieves better spectral
efficiency, as it uses only two time-slots to perform full communication. Besides that, TAS
has better performance for a small number of interferers.
In dual-hopping scenarios, it is shown that CCI can also be eliminated achieving diversity
in both transmission techniques. In this case, while MAT can support KNR(ND − 1) inter-
ferers at destination in order to maintain the diversity of KNR, TAS can support only ND−1
interferers for the same purpose. That is, MAT can support KNR times more interferers
than TAS.
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Chapter4
Detect-and-Forward
In this chapter, the performance of DF cooperative network in the presence of multiple
interferers is analysed. Specifically, a scenario equipped with multiple antennas at relay and
destination is considered by using the TAS and MAT techniques at the relay and OC at both
relay and destination.
A simplified but tight approximation of the end-to-end instantaneous SINR is proposed
for both transmission techniques. From the SINR expression, the diversity is derived for one
relay scenario and then generalized for multiple relays, by considering relay selection and
multi-hop cooperative systems. For the TAS scenario with multiple CCI at the relay, the
MGF of the received signal is obtained in closed-form in terms of the number of antennas
and the received power from the source, relay and interferers. For the general case of MAT
or TAS with multiple CCI at relay and/or destination, the MGF is obtained in closed-form
by considering high-power CCI. The average BER can be easily obtained by using the MGF-
based approach for a wide variety of modulations and scenarios.
4.1 System and Channel Models
The cooperative network described in section 2.6 is also considered for the analysis of
DF protocol. The received signals at relay and destination during the first stage are given
by (2.55) and (2.56), respectively. Then, the relay uses MAT or TAS, which are described
in the following sections.
4.1.1 Multiple Antenna Transmission
Before the second stage, the relay combines the received signals using an OC and performs
the symbol decision. The decided symbol, either correct or incorrect, is retransmitted to the
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destination. Since MAT is considered, all relay antennas retransmit the decided symbol to
the destination in different time-slots. Consequently, NR + 1 time-slots are used to perform
cooperation. The received vector at destination is given by
yRD =
√
PRv xˆ+
√
PID
ID∑
q=1
f qx
′
q + nRD, (4.1)
where xˆ is the decided symbol at relay, x′q is the symbol transmitted by the destination
interferer during the second stage and nRD is the noise vector at destination antennas. As
seen, the interference that affects the relay can be eliminated by OC, whenever the number
of interferers is smaller than the number of relay antennas, that is, IR < NR.
4.1.2 Transmit Antenna Selection
In this technique, only the relay antenna with the highest end-to-end SINR is selected to
retransmit the signal to the destination. Therefore, only two time-slots are used to perform
cooperation. The received vector at destination from the selected antenna is given by
yRD =
√
PRv˜ xˆ+
√
PID
ID∑
q=1
f˜ qx
′
q + n˜RD, (4.2)
where v˜ and f˜ q are the channel gains from the relay best antenna and from the interferers
to the destination, respectively. Finally, n˜RD is the noise vector at destination antennas in
the second stage. It is presumed that the interference can be eliminated also by the OC at
the relay, so it does not appear in the previous expression.
4.2 Instantaneous SINR for MAT Technique
As a cooperative scenario is considered, the total instantaneous SINR at destination is
obtained by the sum of the instantaneous SINR of the direct S − D link, γSD, with the
instantaneous SINR of the S −R−D link, γSRD.
For the link through relay, a tight approximation is proposed in [40], in which the SINR
of the S −R−D link is given by the minimum SINR between the S −R and R−D links.
As MAT technique is performed, the end-to-end instantaneous SINR, γt, is given by the
following approximation:
γt = γSD + γSRD
≈ γSD + min {γSR, γRD}
(4.3)
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where γSR and γRD are the instantaneous SINR of the S −R and R−D links, respectively.
As all relay antennas retransmit the same information but in different time-slots, it is
possible to group the channel gains of the R−D links in one equivalent relay retransmitting
to NRND destination antennas. From (4.3), the end-to-end instantaneous SINR can be
derived using the OC concept described in chapter 2, as:
γt ≈
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
λSD,i
+ min
{
NR∑
j=1
PS|hj|2
λSR,j
,
NRND∑
i=1
PR|vi|2
λRD,i
}
. (4.4)
where λSD,i, λSR,i and λRD,i are the eigenvalues of the matrix R used by the OC at relay
and destination, which are given respectively by (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7).
For the S −D link. The eigenvalues of R = PID
∑ID
q=1 f
∗
qf
T
q + E[n∗SDnTSD] are approxi-
mated by:
λSD,i ≈

PID
ND∑
n=1
|fi,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, .., ID
σ2, for i = ID+1, .., ND
(4.5)
For the S − R link. The eigenvalues of R = PIR
∑IR
m=1 l
∗
ml
T
m + E[n∗SRnTSR] are approxi-
mated by:
λSR,j ≈

PIR
NR∑
n=1
|lj,n|2 + σ2, for j = 1, .., IR
σ2, for j = IR+1, .., NR
(4.6)
Finally, for the R − D link. The eigenvalues of R = PID
∑ID
q=1 f
∗
qf
T
q + E[n˜∗RDn˜TRD] are
approximated by:
λRD,i ≈

PID
NRND∑
n=1
|fi,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, .., ID
σ2, for i = ID+1, .., NRND
(4.7)
As shown, the instantaneous SINR varies according with the number of interferers affect-
ing each link (S −D, S −R and/or R−D). For S −D and S −R links, there are ND and
NR available links to eliminate the interference, while for the R −D link, there are NRND
available links for the same purpose.
Fig. 4.1 shows the links that are suppresed in order to eliminate the interference by the
OC, for NR−1 and ND−1 interferers at relay and destination, respectively. In this context,
the relay uses NR − 1 links to eliminate all relay interferers, one link per interferer, leaving
one relay antenna free of interference. However, the destination uses two links per interferer,
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one S − D link and one R − D link, leaving one S − D link and NRND − ND + 1 links at
R−D free of interference.
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Figure 4.1: Supressed links in order to eliminate all interference by OC, for DF and MAT
in the presence of multiple CCI at a) relay and b) destination. For IR = NR − 1 and
ID = ND − 1.
4.3 Instantaneous SINR for TAS Technique
If TAS technique is used at the relay, only the best R−D link is considered for retrans-
mission. The end-to-end instantaneous SINR, γt, is given by the following approximation:
γt = γSD + γSRD
≈ γSD + min {γSR, ˜γRD}
≈ γSD + min {γSR,max{γRD}} ,
(4.8)
where ˜γRD = max{γRD} is the instantaneous SINR of the R˜−D link, where R˜ corresponds
to the best relay antenna. So, the SINR can be expressed as follows:
γt ≈
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
λSD,i
+ min
{
NR∑
j=1
PS|hj|2
λSR,j
,max
j∈NR
{
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
λRD,i
}}
. (4.9)
where λSD,i and λSR,j are the eigenvalues given by (4.5) and (4.6). The variable λRD,i
corresponds to the eigenvalues of the matrix R used by the OC at destination for the R−D
links, where R = PID
∑ID
q=1 f˜
∗
q f˜
T
q +E[n˜∗RDn˜TRD]. These eigenvalues are given respectively by
λRD,i ≈

PID
ND∑
n=1
|f˜i,n|2 + σ2, for i = 1, .., ID
σ2, for i = ID+1, .., ND
(4.10)
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Fig. 4.2 shows the suppressed links for IR = NR− 1 and ID = ND− 1 interferers at relay
and destination, respectively, which is the worst case to maintain the system operative. In
this context, the relay uses NR−1 links to eliminates its interference, one link per interferer,
as in MAT technique, leaving one link free of interference. However, the destination uses
two links per interferer, one S−D link and one R−D link, leaving one S−D link and only
one R−D link free of interference.
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Figure 4.2: Supressed links in order to eliminate all interference by OC, for DF and TAS
in the presence of multiple CCI at a) relay and b) destination. For ID = ND − 1 and
IR = NR − 1.
Later in this chapter, the system diversity is obtained for general cases. Table 4.1 presents
the diversity by considering IR < NR.
Example 4 A particular cooperative scenario in which the relay and destination are equipped
with NR = 2 and ND = 4 antennas, respectively, is analysed in Table 4.2. Only the relay
is affected by multiple interferers. As expected, since the relay employs OC, the techniques
MAT and TAS have only 2 available links to combat the CCI at relay. However, as the direct
link is free of interference, a diversity of L = 4 is the minimum assured.
Example 5 Table 4.3 shows the same example but by considering interferers only at desti-
nation. In this case, either for MAT or TAS, a diversity of L = 6 is achieved in the absence
of interference. However, in the presence of interference at destination, the diversity depends
on the number of available links at S −D and R−D links. While TAS has 8 available links
(4 at S −D and 4 at R−D), MAT has 12 available links (4 at S −D and 8 at R−D) to
be suppressed by the interference at destination. Hence, MAT can support more interferers
than TAS, due to the links through relay.
Examples 4 and 5 can be compared with example 1, described in chapter 3, to see the
differences between both protocols.
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Table 4.1: Diversity of DF with multiple CCI at relay and destination
Technique IR ID Diversity (L)
MAT ID < ND ND − ID + min{NR − IR, NRND − ID}
IR < NR ND ≤ ID < NRND min{NR − IR, NRND − ID}
ID ≥ NRND 0
TAS IR < NR ID < ND ND − ID + min{NR − IR, NR(ND − ID)}
ID ≥ ND 0
Table 4.2: Example of diversity for a DF cooperative network with NR = 2 relay antennas,
ND = 4 destination antennas and multiple interferers at relay
IR 0 1 2 3 4
MAT 6 5 4 4 4
TAS 6 5 4 4 4
Table 4.3: Example of diversity for a DF cooperative network with NR = 2 relay antennas,
ND = 4 destination antennas and multiple interferers at destination
ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MAT 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 0
TAS 6 5 4 3 0 0 0 0 0
4.4 Performance Analysis
The following average values are employed in the performance analysis of the next sub-
sections: γSD = PS/σ
2, γRD = PR/σ
2, γSR = PS/σ
2 and γIR = PIR/σ
2, which represent the
average SNR at S −D, R−D, S −R and I −R links, respectively.
4.4.1 MAT with Interference at Relay and Destination
In this case, both relay and destination are affected by interference. In order to obtain
the MGF of the end-to-end SINR in closed-form, the expression given in (4.4) is used by
considering only high-power interferers, i.e. PI → ∞. Later through simulations it is
verified the tightness of this assumption since high-power or low-power interferers affecting
the system does not present significant difference. This fact implies that each S −D, S −R
or R−D branch loses as many links as the number of interferers affecting the relay antennas
or destination antennas, according to the eigenvalues presented in (4.5)-(4.7). With this
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considerations, the end-to-end SINR presented in (4.4) can be expressed as follows:
γt ≈
ND∑
i=ID+1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+ min
{
NR∑
j=IR+1
PS|hj|2
σ2
,
NRND∑
i=ID+1
PR|vi|2
σ2
}
. (4.11)
As shown in the above expression, the first term, corresponding to S −D links, use ID
links in order to eliminate the interference during the first stage. On the other hand, the
S −R and R−D links use IR and ID links, respectively, for the same purpose.
The total MGF is given by the product of the S−D link MGF and S−R−D equivalent
link MGF, as follows:
Mγt(s) = MγSD(s)MγSRD(s), (4.12)
in which the MGF of the S −D link is given by
MγSD(s) =
(
1
1− sγSD
)ND−ID
. (4.13)
As γSRD is given by the minimum value between γSR and γRD, its PDF depends on the
marginal and cumulative distributions of S − R and R − D links, which can be expressed
by [47, eq. 6.82]:
fγSRD(γSRD) = fγSR(γSRD)[1− FγRD(γSRD)] + fγRD(γSRD)[1− FγSR(γSRD)], (4.14)
where fγSR(γSR) and fγRD(γRD) are the PDF and FγSR(γSR) and FγRD(γRD) are the CDF of
S − R and R −D links. The derivation of fγSRD(γSRD) is detailed in Appendix B, which is
used on the MGF of
MγSRD(s) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(sγSRD)fγSRD(γSRD)dγSRD, (4.15)
which after some manipulations results in:
MγSRD(s) =
1
(NR − IR − 1)!γSRNR−IR
NRND−ID−1∑
n=0
1
n!
(
1
γRD
)n
(n+NR − IR − 1)!
×
(
1
γSR
+
1
γRD
+ s
)−NR+IR−n
+
1
(NRND − ID − 1)!γSRNRND−ID
×
NR−IR−1∑
k=0
1
k!
(
1
γSR
)k
(k+NRND−ID−1)!
(
1
γSR
+
1
γRD
+ s
)−NRND+ID−k
(4.16)
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Finally, the MGF of the end-to-end SINR can be obtained in closed-form by substituting
(4.13) and (4.16) into (4.12).
4.4.2 TAS with Interference at Relay
In this subsection, the MGF of the end-to-end instantaneous SINR is derived for the case
of interference only at relay for the TAS technique. In absence of interference at destination,
all S−D links and all R−D links are free of interference, consequently all eigenvalues given
by (4.5) and (4.10) are equal to σ2. Therefore, γt presented in (4.9) reduces to:
γt ≈
ND∑
i=1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+ min
{
NR∑
j=1
PS|hj|2
λSR,j
,max
j∈NR
{
ND∑
i=1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
}}
. (4.17)
The total MGF is given by the product of the MGF of S −D and S −R−D links. The
first of them, related to S −D links without interference, is given by
MγSD(s) =
(
1
1− sγSD
)ND
. (4.18)
The PDF of γSRD of the link through relay is derived in Appendix C. Then, by using
(4.15), the following MGF is obtained in closed-form:
MγSRD(s) =
NR
(ND − 1)!
NR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND+n
(ND + n− 1)!
×
(
1 + j
λRD
− s
)−ND−n
+
λSR
IR
(1− λSR)1−NR
γSR
{
IR−1∑
i=0
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
Bi
×
(
λSR
γSR
− s
)−i−1
−
u∑
i=0
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
Ci
(
1
γSR
− s
)−i−1}
− NR
(ND − 1)!
NR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
×
(
1
γRD
)ND+nλSRIR(1− λSR)1−NR
γSR
×
{
IR−1∑
i=0
Bi
i!
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
Ii
(
λSR
γSR
)
−
u∑
i=0
Ci
i!
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
Ii
(
1
γSR
)}
,
(4.19)
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where Dn, λSR, Bi, Ci and u are defined in Appendix C, and
Ii(µ) =
Γ(w1)(
1 + j
γRD
+ µ− s
)w1 {( 1ND + n
)
2F1
(
1, w1;ND+n+1;
1 + j
1+j+(µ−s)γRD
)
+
(
1
i+1
)
2F1
(
1, w1; i+2,
µγRD
1+j+(µ− s)γRD
)}
,
(4.20)
in which Γ(x) is the gamma function, 2F1(a, b; c;x) is the hypergeometric function and w1 =
ND+n+i+1.
Finally, the MGF of the end-to-end SINR is obtained in closed-form by replacing (4.18)
and (4.19) in (4.12).
4.4.3 TAS with Interference at Relay and Destination
In this case, both relay and destination are affected by interference. In order to obtain
the MGF of the end-to-end SINR in closed-form, it is also considered high-power interferers,
i.e. PI →∞. So, each S −D, S −R or R−D branch loses as many links as the number of
interferers affecting the relay antennas or destination antennas, according to the eigenvalues
presented in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.10). Therefore, the end-to-end SINR can be expressed as
follows:
γt ≈
ND∑
i=ID+1
PS|gi|2
σ2
+ min
{
NR∑
j=IR+1
PS|hj|2
σ2
,max
j∈NR
{
ND∑
i=ID+1
PR|vj,i|2
σ2
}}
. (4.21)
By considering (4.12), the MGF for the first term related to the S −D link is given by
MγSD(s) =
(
1
1− sγSD
)ND−ID
. (4.22)
For the link S−R−D, the following is considered. The PDF and CDF of the S−R link
are derived similarly to a diversity combiner with NR− IR receiver antennas. The PDF and
CDF of the R−D link are derived by considering the maximum between NR− IR chi-square
distributions with 2(ND − ID) degrees of freedom. All distributions, and consequently the
PDF of the S − R − D link are derived in Appendix D. Then, the MGF of the SINR at
destination given by the link S −R−D is given by (4.15), which after some manipulations
results in:
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MγSRD(s) =
(
1
1− sγSR
)NR−IR
− NR − IR
(ND − ID − 1)!
NR−IR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−ID−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − IR − 1
j
)
×(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND−ID+n Γ(w2)
(NR − IR − 1)!(ND − ID + n)γSRNR−IR
×
(
1 + j
γRD
)w3(1 + j
γRD
+
1
γSR
− s
)−w2
× 2F1
1, w2;ND − ID + n+ 1;
1 + j
γRD
1 + j
γRD
+
1
γSR
− s
+ NR − IR(ND − ID − 1)!
×
NR−IR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−ID−1)∑
n=0
NR−IR−1∑
k=0
(
NR − IR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND−ID+n
× 1
k!
(
1
γSR
)k
(ND−ID+n+k−1)!
(
1 + j
γRD
+
1
γSR
− s
)−ND+ID−n−k
,
(4.23)
where w2 = NR +ND− IR− ID +n and w3 = NR−ND− IR + ID−n− 1. Finally, the MGF
of the end-to-end SINR can be obtained in closed-form by substituting (4.22) and (4.23) into
(4.12).
4.5 Diversity of General Cooperative Systems
This section presents the diversity of different scenarios by considering multiple relays,
multi-hop relaying and cooperative systems. Since both MAT and TAS achieve the same
diversity, only TAS is analysed by considering interference at relay and destination.
4.5.1 Single Relay, One Hop
In general, the total diversity is given by the sum of the diversity achieved by the direct
link S −D and by the link through relay S −R−D. From (4.22), ND − ID is the diversity
achieved by the direct link with ND destination antennas affected by ID interferers for ID <
ND. In order to obtain the diversity of the S −R−D link, an alternative expression of the
CDF for the instantaneous SINR of S −R−D link is used as follows [47, eq. 6.81]:
FγSRD(γSRD) = FγSR(γSRD) + F ˜γRD(γSRD)− FγSR(γSRD)F ˜γRD(γSRD). (4.24)
Equation (4.24) can be expressed asymptotically in the high-SNR regime by using the
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approximation lim
c→0
e−c ≈ 1− c, resulting in
FγSRD(γSRD) ≈
γSRD
NR−IR
(NR − IR)!γSRNR−IR +
(
γSRD
ND−ID
(ND − ID)!γRDND−ID
)NR
. (4.25)
Then, using the CDF-based approach described in [51], the average BER is given by
Pb,SRD ≈
α
√
β
2
√
pi
∫ ∞
0
exp(−βγSRD)√
γSRD
FγSRD(γSRD)dγSRD, (4.26)
where α and β depends on the modulation scheme, e.g., α = 1 and β = 1 for the case of
BPSK modulation. Therefore, it is not difficult to show that the bit error probability for the
link through relay takes the form of
Pb,SRD ≈ c1
(
1
γSR
)NR−IR
+ c2
(
1
γRD
)NR(ND−ID)
, (4.27)
where c1 and c2 are constants.
The diversity of the S−R−D link is given by the minimum exponent, that is min{NR−
IR, NR(ND−ID)}. Therefore, by considering also the direct link, the total diversity achieved
is
L = ND − ID + min{NR − IR, NR(ND − ID)}. (4.28)
4.5.2 K Relays, One Hop
This scenario is shown in Fig. 4.3. The source broadcasts the signal to K relays during
the first stage. In the second stage, in order to eliminate the interference at relays, each
relay combines the signal through an OC. Thereafter, all relays retransmit their detected
symbol to the destination in different time-slots. Therefore, K + 1 time-slots are used for
full cooperation. Finally, the destination performs OC to eliminates the interference.
Since different time-slots are used, all SINR of links through relays are i.i.d. So, the total
diversity is given by the sum of the diversity of each link through relay, as follows:
L = ND − ID +
K∑
i=1
min{NRi − IRi , NRi(ND − ID)}, (4.29)
where NRi is the number of antennas at the i-th relay.
If NR1 = NR2 = ... = NRK = NR and IR1 = IR2 = ... = IRK = IR then
L = ND − ID +K min{NR − IR, NR(ND − ID)}. (4.30)
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Figure 4.3: Multi-relay DF cooperative system affected by multiple interferers. All relays
and destination have multiple antennas.
4.5.3 Relay Selection, K Relays, One Hop
Consider the scenario of Fig. 4.3. For TAS, after the broadcast stage, only the relay
and the antenna with the highest SINR at destination retransmits the decided symbol in
the second time-slot. Finally, the destination combines the received signal by using an OC,
eliminating the interference at this node. The instantaneous SINR in this case is given by
γt ≈ γSD + max
i∈K
{min{γSRi , γRiD}}. (4.31)
It is not the aim of the thesis to obtain the BER of the previous SINR. However, the
diversity of the second term can be derived using (4.24)-(4.28) and by considering that
FγBEST (γ) =
K∏
i=1
FγSRiD(γ). (4.32)
Achieving a diversity of
L = ND − ID +K min{NR˜ − IR˜, NR˜(ND − ID)}, (4.33)
whereNR˜ and IR˜ are the number of antennas and interferers of the selected relay, respectively.
4.5.4 Single Branch, K Hops
This case is referred a cooperative scenario with K relays in cascade, as represented in
Fig. 4.4. During the first time-slot, the destination and the relay R1 receives the signal. This
relay uses OC and resend the new version of the signal through its best antenna to relay R2
and destination. The destination also uses OC to eliminate the interference. The remaining
relays perform the same steps until the symbol reaches the destination from RK . So, K + 1
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time-slots are used for full communication. From these considerations, the instantaneous
SINR is given by
γt ≈ γSD + γR1D + γR2D + ...+ γRKD + min{γSR1 , γR1R2 , γR2R3 , ..., γRKD} (4.34)
The CDF of the instantaneous SINR of the multi-hop links through relays is upper-
bounded as follows [48]:
FγHops(γSRD) ≤ FγSR1 (γSRD) +
K−1∑
i=1
FγRiRi+1 (γSRD) + FγRKD(γSRD). (4.35)
The diversity is given by
L = ND − ID
+ min{NR1−IR1 , NR1(ND−ID)}
+ min{NR1−IR1 , NR1(NR2−IR2), NR2(ND−ID)}
+...
+ min{NR1−IR1 , NR1(NR2−IR2), NR2(NR3−IR3), ..., NRK (ND−ID)},
(4.36)
𝑁R1
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𝐼R𝐾
𝐷
𝑁𝐷
𝐼𝐷
Figure 4.4: Multi-hop DF cooperative system composed by a direct link and one branch with
K hops. All relays and destination have multiple antennas.
4.5.5 Multi-Branch with Multi-Hops
A generalized scenario with multi-branch and multi-hop is shown in Fig. 4.5. This case
is composed of M branches, each with multiple relays, where KM is the number of relays (or
hops) involved at the M-th branch. After the broadcast stage, destination and relays R1,1,
R2,1, ..., and RM,1 receive the signal. All relays perform OC and resend the detected symbol
through its best antenna to the destination and to relays R1,2, R2,2..., and RM,2, respectively.
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Subsequently, the remaining relays also perform OC and resend the detected symbol until
the symbol reaches the destination from K-th hop. In this context, the instantaneous SINR
is given by
γt ≈ γSD + γR1,1D + γR1,2D + ...+ γR1,K1D
+ ...+ γRM,1D + γRM,2D + ...+ γRM,KMD
+ min{γSR1,1 , γR1,1R1,2 , γR1,2R1,3 , ..., γR1,K1D}
+ ...+ min{γSRM,1 , γRM,1RM,2 , γRM,2RM,3 , ..., γRM,KMD}.
(4.37)
The diversity can be generalized by considering that all relays employ OC, as follows:
L = ND − ID
+
M∑
i=1
(
min{NRi,1−IRi,1 , NRi,1(ND−ID)}
+ min{NRi,1−IRi,1 , NRi,1(NRi,2−IRi,2), NRi,2(ND−ID)}
+...
+ min{NRi,1−IRi,1 , NRi,1(NRi,2−IRi,2), NRi,2(NRi,3−IRi,3), ..., NRi,Ki (ND−ID)}
)
,
(4.38)
where NRM,KM is the number of antennas at the K-th relay in the M-th branch.
As seen, in the earlier equations the diversity achieved by a cooperative system is the sum
of the diversity of the direct link (ND − ID) with the diversity achieved per each multi-hop
link, which depends on the number of interferers at each relay.
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𝑁R𝑀,1𝑅𝑀,1
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𝑅𝑀,2
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𝑁R𝑀,𝐾𝑀
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𝐼R𝑀,𝐾𝑀
Figure 4.5: Multi-hop cooperative system composed by a direct link and M branches with
KM hops. All relays and destination have multiple antennas.
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4.6 Numerical Results and Discussions
Fig. 4.6 presents analytical and simulation results of the average BER as a function
of PS/σ
2 for BPSK modulation of a cooperative system employing TAS and considering
interference only at destination. A network with NR = 2 antennas at relay and ND = 4, 6,
8 antennas at destination affected by ID = 2 interferers is supposed. In the simulations, two
transmission power schemes are considered: i) equal transmission power by the source, relay
and all interferers, i.e. PS = PR = PI , and ii) equal transmission power by the source and
relay, PS = PR, and high-power by all interferers, PI →∞. As shown, analytical expression
given by (4.23) is very tight to the simulations for high-power interference and for IR = 0.
Also, observe that a system affected by PI = PS or PI → ∞ has no significant difference
in performance. A gap less than 0.5 dB is presented when ND is large compared to ID. As
expected, the OC eliminates totally the interference regardless of its transmission power,
achieving a diversity of L = ND − ID +NR according to (4.28). Furthermore, incrementing
the number of destination antennas support higher number of interferers at destination.
Once the interference is eliminated, increasing the number of relay antennas or destination
antennas has similar impact in diversity.
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Figure 4.6: Average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for a DF cooperative system employing
BPSK and TAS. For a system with NR = 2 and ND = 4, 6, 8 antennas affected by ID = 2
interferers at destination.
Fig. 4.7 presents analytical and simulation results of the average BER as a function of
PS/σ
2 for a DF cooperative system considering TAS and interference only at relay. In this
case, a network with NR = 4, 6, 8 antennas at relay is affected by IR = 2 interferers and
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Figure 4.7: Average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for a DF cooperative system employing
BPSK and TAS. For a system with NR = 4, 6, 8 and ND = 2 antennas affected by IR = 2
interferers at relay.
ND = 2 antennas at destination is considered. The same transmission power schemes are
supposed. In this case, the destination is free of interference. As shown, the interference is
cancelled in all scenarios. A diversity of L = ND +NR − IR is achieved according to (4.28),
once NR−IR < NRND. In this scenario, incrementing the number of relay antennas support
higher number of interferers at relay. Once the interference is eliminated, incrementing
antennas at relay or destination improves the diversity in a similar way.
Fig. 4.8 shows the effects of interference at relays and/or at destination in a scenario
with TAS and NR = 4 and ND = 4. Under no interference condition, that is ID = 0 and
IR = 0, the system achieve a diversity of L = 8. For IR = 2 or for ID = 2 interferers, the
same diversity of L = 6 is achieved. The first one presents a slightly better BER for low
SNR. However both scenarios converge for high SNR. The diversity decays to L = 4 for
IR = 4. In this case all relay antennas are used to eliminate the interference, remaining only
the direct link free of interference. Similar diversity with a little loss is noticed if ID = 2 and
IR = 2 are interfering in the system at the same time. That is, the OC with interference
at relay outperforms the OC with interference at destination, once direct links are free of
interference. Finally, for ID = 4 interferers, the system does not achieve diversity and has
error floor as all destination antennas are used to cancel the interferers in both S −D and
R−D links, therefore, no more links are available. This fact evidences that the interference
at destination is more destructive than the interference at relay, once it does not affect the
direct links.
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Figure 4.8: Average BER as a function of PS/σ
2 for a DF cooperative system employing
BPSK and TAS. For a system with NR = 4 and ND = 4 antennas affected by multiple
interferers at relay and destination.
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Figure 4.9: Average BER for a DF cooperative system employing TAS with different nor-
malized locations of the relay and differents values of PR/PT . For a system with NR = 4 and
ND = 4, 8 antennas affected by IR = 2 and ID = 2 interferers, respectively.
Fig. 4.9 shows analytical results of the average BER as a function of the length of S−R
link for TAS. A fixed normalized distance between source and destination is considered,
i.e., ~dSD = ~dSR + ~dRD = 1. The received power from the source and relay are given by
PSKαd
−α
SR and PRKαd
−α
RD, respectively, where Kαd
−α
SR and Kαd
−α
RD are the path-losses, α = 4.5
is the path-loss exponent and Kα is a constant according to the propagation model of 28
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GHz [31]. This analysis is done in a scenario with NR = 4 relay antennas and ND =
4, 8 destination antennas. Both relay and destination are affected by IR = 2 and ID =
2 interferers, respectively. Moreover, different transmission power levels by the relay is
considered, but maintaining constant the total power to PT = PS + PR = 2.
Results show that the performance have low improvement with the increment of the
number of destination antennas when relay is near to destination, i.e., dSR > 0.5. In this
context, the end-to-end SINR given by γSRD ≈ γSD + min {γSR, ˜γRD} is dominated by the
SINR of S −D and S −R links, achieving a diversity order of ND − ID +NR − IR. On the
other hand, as the length of S −R link is reduced, a better performance is presented, either
by increasing the number of destination antennas or by incrementing the relay transmission
power. In this context, the total SINR given by γSRD ≈ γSD + min {γSR, ˜γRD} tends to
approach the SINR of S −D and R −D links, which achieves the diversity order of ND −
ID +NR(ND − ID).
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Figure 4.10: Average BER comparison for a DF cooperative system employing MAT and
TAS for BPSK. For a system with ND = 2 and NR = 4 antennas, affected by multiple
interferers at relay.
Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 present a comparison between MAT and TAS in terms of average
BER for the scenarios with multiple interferers at relay and destination, respectively. In the
first scenario, related to interferers only at relay, it is shown that both techniques achieve the
same diversity with no significant differences. The system loses one diversity order per relay
interferer, but as the direct link is free of interference, the minimum diversity is equal to the
number of antennas at destination or S −D links. In this context, both techniques support
the same number of interferers. For the case of interference only at destination, there are no
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Figure 4.11: Average BER comparison for a DF cooperative system employing MAT and
TAS for BPSK. For a system with ND = 4 and NR = 2 antennas, affected by multiple
interferers at destination.
significant differences when the number of interferers is less than the number of destination
antennas. The diversity is shown in Table 4.1. However, if the number of interferers is equal
or larger than the number of destination antennas, MAT maintain a diversity, but TAS
diversity goes to zero because the system have not enough links to eliminate the remaining
interferers. In this context, MAT can support more interferers at destination than TAS.
4.7 Comparison Between AF and DF
This subsection shows the differences between AF and DF by using OC in the presence
of multiple interferers, considering MAT and TAS techniques. For comparative purposes,
results only for BPSK modulation are presented. As mentioned before, the analytical results
for higher order modulations can be easily derived using the MGF-based approach.
Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 show the performance of a MAT and TAS system with ND = 4
and NR = 2 antennas affected by multiple interferers at destination. As shown for both
transmission techniques, DF outperforms AF in the absence of interference, i.e., ID = 0, but
both achieve the same diversity of L = 6. However, in general AF is superior in the presence
of interference. Specifically, when MAT is used, DF can support until ID < 8 interferers in
order to maintain operation, while AF can support until ID < 12 interferers.
So, when ID = 8 interferers are present, the diversity of DF is zero while AF achieves a
diversity order of L = 4. For TAS technique, the DF diversity goes to zero in the presence
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of ID = 4 interferers at destination, while AF achieves a diversity of L = 5 for the same
scenario. Table 4.4 gives more details of the diversity obtained by DF and AF under this
scenario.
Table 4.4: Diversity of AF and DF, for a network with NR = 2 relay antennas, ND = 4
destination antennas and multiple interferers at destination
ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
AF MAT 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
DF MAT 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
AF TAS 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
DF TAS 6 5 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 4.12: Average BER for AF and DF cooperative system employing MAT for BPSK. For
a system with ND = 4 and NR = 2 antennas, affected by multiple interferers at destination.
Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 show the effects of multiple interferers at relay for MAT and
TAS techniques, respectively. In this analysis, a scenario with NR = 4 and ND = 2 antennas
is considered. As AF and DF use one S − R link to eliminate one interferer at relay, both
protocols achieve the same diversity order if MAT is used. In this case, DF has better
performance, due to the gain of the combiner at relay. However, this gain is reduced as the
number of interferers is increased. As seen, despite the presence of IR = 4 interferers (equal
to the number of S −R links), the system maintains a diversity in both AF and DF, due to
the fact that S − D links are not affected, as mentioned earlier. If TAS is considered, see
Fig. 4.15, DF has better results due to the fact that it uses OC at relay. Therefore, the relay
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Figure 4.13: Average BER for AF and DF cooperative system employing TAS for BPSK. For
a system with ND = 4 and NR = 2 antennas, affected by multiple interferers at destination.
interference can be eliminated and diversity can be still obtained. While in AF one S − R
link is eliminated for each interferer, achieving only the diversity given by the direct link. In
this case, the same results are obtained for IR = 2 and IR = 4. Table 4.5 gives more details
of the diversity obtained by the system under this configuration of antennas.
Table 4.5: Diversity comparison between AF and DF, for NR = 4 relay antennas, ND = 2
destination antennas and multiple interferers at relay
IR 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
AF MAT 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 ...
DF MAT 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 ...
AF TAS 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 ...
DF TAS 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 ...
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Figure 4.14: Average BER for AF and DF cooperative system employing MAT for BPSK.
For a system with ND = 2 and NR = 4 antennas, affected by multiple interferers at relay.
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Figure 4.15: Average BER for AF and DF coperative system employing TAS for BPSK. For
a system with ND = 2 and NR = 4 antennas, affected by multiple interferers at relay.
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4.8 Summary and Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, the performance of a DF cooperative system with OC at relay and
destination by considering multiple antennas and multiple interferers at relay and destination
was evaluated for MAT and TAS techniques.
At first, the end-to-end instantaneous SINR is presented for the case of multiple interferers
at relay and destination by considering both transmission techniques. As in AF strategy,
the diversity vary according with the number of interferers, antennas and relays.
Results confirm that OC is an excellent combiner in order to eliminate the interference
effects whenever the number of interferers is less than the number of antennas, at both relay
or destination. Also, it is shown that the power and position of interferers is not relevant.
In general, if K relays is considered in one hop scenarios, a diversity of L = ND − ID +
K min{NR− IR, NR(ND− ID)} is achieved both MAT and TAS. Expression generalizing the
diversity for multi-relay and multi-hop cooperative systems are also presented.
The interference at relay is less destructive than the interference at destination, once the
interference at relay do not affect the direct link, while the interference at destination affects
both direct link and the link through relay.
MAT can support more interferers than TAS, as more links are available for combating
the interference. On the other hand, TAS uses less time-slots than MAT, permitting better
spectral efficiency.
Finally, the comparison between AF and DF shows that AF can support more interferers
at destination than DF for both transmission techniques. However, when the interferers
affect the relay, DF outperform AF, once OC is in the relay for DF, but not for AF.
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Chapter5
Uplink Cell Coverage and Cellular Spectral
Efficiency
In this chapter, the cellular coverage and the average cellular spectral efficiency are anal-
ysed for the uplink of a cellular network with cooperative or dual-hop relaying. For compar-
ative purposes, MAT and TAS techniques are considered in all cases. Expressions presented
in chapter 3 and chapter 4 are used to obtain the cell coverage and the cellular spectral
efficiency. The analysis is done by considering a path-loss model at 28 GHz [31]- [33] with
different transmission power levels and digital modulations.
5.1 Cellular Model
A cellular model as shown in Fig. 5.1 is supposed. For the interference analysis purposes,
only the first tier of co-channel cell has been considered, because it concentrates most of the
co-channel interference. Also, tri-sector antenna is considered at the base station (BS),
reducing the number of co-cells from 6 to 2. As the uplink is considered, two interferers
affect the communication between the desired user and the BS.
On the other hand, although the cellular model of Fig. 5.1 can be dimensioned from a
channel reuse factor of 1, 3, 4 or 7, in our analysis the worst scenario is considered, corre-
sponding to a reuse factor of 1. This is justified by the fact that when OC is used, different
power levels of the interferers does not generate significant impact on the performance, as
mentioned in the results of chapter 3 and chapter 4. Therefore, using a reuse factor of 1 or
7, the same results are obtained.
Specifically, a cellular system with circular cells with external and internal radius R and
R0, respectively, is considered as shown in Fig. 5.2. All users are uniformly distributed
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Desired 
user
Sector 2
Sector 3
Sector 1
Co-channel
Interferer
Co-channel
Interferer
BS
Figure 5.1: Uplink cellular model with tri-sector antenna and the first tier of co-channel cells
inside the cellular area, so the user location is composed by a radial and an angular random
variables with the ranges R0 < r < R and 0 < θ < 2pi, respectively, whose PDFs are defined
as follows:
p(r) =
2r
R2 −R20
,
p(θ) =
1
2pi
.
(5.1)
Fig. 5.2 shows the desired and i-th interfering base station, BS0 and BSi, respectively.
The distance D between BS0 and BSi can be calculated as D =
√
3F , where F is the reuse
factor. The variables S and Ii are the power of the desired user and of the i-th interferer,
respectively. The parameter ri correspond to the distance between the i-th interferer to its
associated BSi, and di is the distance between i-th interferer to the BS0, which is given by
di =
√
(D + ri cos θi)2 + (ri sin θi)2. (5.2)
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Figure 5.2: Spatial distribution of the i-th interferer at the co-cell of BSi and the desired
base station BS0.
5.1.1 Path-Loss Model
The received power vary according to a exponential path-loss model [35, eq. 3.68], as
follows:
Prx = PtxKαd
−β, (5.3)
where Ptx is the transmitted power, d is the distance between transmitter and receiver, Kα
is a constant that depends on the path-loss model employed and β is the path-loss exponent.
5.1.2 SIR
In general, using (5.3), the system SIR without sectorization can be expressed as follows:
S
I
=
Ptx,0d
−β
0∑6
i=1 Ptx,id
−β
i
, (5.4)
where the indexes 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 represent the desired user and i-th interferer, whose
transmission power is given by Ptx,0 and Ptx,i, respectively.
Our analysis is based on the following two considerations: (i) Tri-sector antenna at the
base station. Today, there are cellular networks with six sector antenna, which would reduce
even more the CCI. However, the most typical scenario is considered. (ii) Two interferers
affect the system with same power level. Although in a real scenario, each interferer has
a random distribution in space and time, the results presented in chapter 3 and chapter 4
show that performance is practically independent on the interferer power.
Using these considerations, the resulting SIR is given by
S
I
=
Ptx,0d
−β
0 α
2
0
2Ptx,1d
−β
1 α
2
1
, (5.5)
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5.1.3 Bit Rate, Rb
The bit rate, Rb, is related inversely to the bit time duration, Tb. However, in coopera-
tive networks, it depends on the transmission technique and on the way of using the relay
(cooperative or dual-hop), resulting in Rb = 1/(TbC), where C is the number of time-slots
used by the relaying technique. Using these considerations, the bit rate can be written as in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Bit Rate for Cooperative and Dual-Hop Scenarios
Mode C Rb
Cooperative MAT KNR + 1 Rb =
1
(KNR + 1)Tb
Cooperative TAS 2 Rb =
1
2Tb
Dual-Hop MAT KNR Rb =
1
KNRTb
Dual-Hop TAS 1 Rb =
1
Tb
The ratio between the bit energy, Eb, and the noise power spectral density, N0, is given
by
Eb
N0
=
PrxTb
N0
, (5.6)
where Prx = PtxKαd
−β. Therefore, the bit rate can be expressed as
Rb =
PtxKαd
−β
N0
(
Eb
N0
)
C
. (5.7)
As seen, the bit rate depends on the distance and also on the constant C, which depends
on the relaying mode used. Evidently, dual-hop with TAS is the least affected, because it
uses only one time-slot for transmitting new information.
5.1.4 Cell Coverage
In our analysis, it is defined that a user has cellular coverage when it achieves an es-
tablished minimum bit rate, Rb,min, for a certain modulation. So for example, if a user
is transmitting with 16-QAM modulation at a distance d0, it will reach coverage only if
Rb ≥ Rb,min. If this condition is satisfied, the modulation order reached by the user at a
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distance d0 will be M(d0) = 4. By this way, it is possible to establish the cell coverage as a
function of the modulation order, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
𝑢2
𝑅
𝑑0
𝑢1
𝐵𝑆
𝑅𝑘
𝑅1
𝑟0
𝑅1
QPSK
64 QAM
256 QAM
1024 QAM
16 QAM
Figure 5.3: Cellular coverage as a function of the modulation order
5.1.5 Mean Cellular Spectral Efficiency, ξ
The mean cellular spectral efficiency is determined by the ratio between the cellular bit
rate (Rb) and the total available bandwidth (B), as ξ = Rb/B. On the other hand, according
with the Nyquist criterion, the maximum bit rate is given by Rb = Bu log2M(d0)/C, where
Bu is the bandwidth per user and M(d0) is the modulation order for the desired user located
at a distance d0 from destination. As mentioned before, the bit rate decays proportionally
with the constant C.
Therefore, the average spectral efficiency by considering Nu users can be expressed as
ξ =
BuNu
B C
∫ R
R0
log2M(d0)p(d0)dd0
=
1
F C
∫ R
R0
log2M(d0)p(d0)dd0,
(5.8)
where BuNu = B/F and F is the channel reuse factor. As shown, the cellular spectral
efficiency does not depend on either the number of users or the available bandwidth. In (5.8)
it is supposed that the total bandwidth is occupied with data. So, one user can employ the
maximum data rate achieved by the cell.
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Table 5.2: Cellular network parameters
Parameter Value
Femtocell radius, R 50 m
Femtocell inner radius, R0 5 m
Sectors 3
Modulations QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM
256-QAM, 1024-QAM
RF carrier, fc 28 GHz
Noise power spectral density, N0 4× 10−21 W/Hz
Terminal power transmission, Ptx 5 µW - 0.5 W
Minimum bit rate, Rb,min 10 kb/s
Maximum bit error probability, Pb,max 10
−4
5.2 Methodology
The coverage and the average cellular spectral efficiency are calculated by considering the
parameters detailed in Table 5.2. At first, different fixed locations of the desired user (source)
with intervals of ∆r = 5 m are considered. Then, the analytical expressions of the average
BER given in chapter 3 and chapter 4 are used to find the ratio Eb/N0 needed to achieve
Pb,max for each modulation order. Next, by using (5.7) it is verified if the system complies
with the minimum condition of Rb,min and therefore the coverage radius is determined for
each modulation, i.e. M(r0), as shown in Fig. 5.3. Finally, by using the expression given
in (5.8), it is possible to obtain the average cellular spectral efficiency. This methodology
is represented in Fig. 5.4. Note that Rb,min represent the minimum bit rate per channel.
Consequently, in order to improve the bit rate, each user or service can get as many number
of channels as necessary.
SIR(𝑟0)
𝐸𝑏
𝑁0
Coverage
𝑀(𝑟0)
Efficiency
𝜉
𝑃𝑏 = 𝑃𝑏,𝑚𝑎𝑥? 𝑅𝑏 > 𝑅𝑏,𝑚𝑖𝑛?
Yes Yes
No
Out of rangeSelect
Modulation
Figure 5.4: Methodology of coverage and spectral efficiency calculation
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5.3 Numerical Results and Discussions
The following parameters are used jointly with Table 5.2 in the analysis. A path-loss
exponent of β = 4.5 and K0 ≈ 10−6 are considered according with the path-loss model
of 28 GHz [31]. Since tri-sector antennas are considered at BS, two dominant co-channel
interferers randomly distributed affect the system, that is ID = 2. For analysis purposes,
a network with one relay equipped with NR = 1, 2, 4, 8 antennas and a destination with
ND = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 antennas is considered. The relay is free of interference, so IR = 0. Also,
the destination uses a relay located in the middle of the source and the destination (BS),
i.e., dSD = dSR + dRD. All nodes have the same transmission power, i.e., PS = PR = PID .
The received power vary according with (5.3) and the reuse factor is equal to F = 1.
A femtocell with 50 m radius has been considered for the cellular spectral efficiency.
However, all figures related to coverage show results up to 100 m in order to provide more
details, although the coverage can be higher in some cases.
5.3.1 Cooperative AF
Fig. 5.5 shows the femtocell coverage as a function of the number of antennas at destina-
tion and relay, by considering both transmission techniques MAT and TAS. All nodes have
same transmission power of Ptx = 50 mW. The numbers at the top of each bar correspond
to the number of relay antennas. The value zero is a comparative scenario where no relay is
present (non-relay system), that is a direct communication between source and destination.
As expected, in all cases, cooperative systems outperform the non-relay system in terms
of coverage. MAT, TAS and non-relay system present coverage greater than 50 m for ND ≥ 4
destination antennas. MAT exceeds TAS for ND = 2. However, TAS is slightly better in
all other cases. This is due to the fact that the coverage is related to the minimum bit
rate offered to an user, which depends on the number of time-slots used. While for TAS
Rb = 1/2Tb, for MAT is Rb = 1/(KNR + 1)Tb, where KNR is the number of relay antennas.
So, TAS achieves better transmission rates and, therefore, can achieve better coverage.
Fig. 5.6 presents the average cellular spectral efficiency as a function of the number
of destination antennas and relay antennas, for both MAT and TAS, and compared with
the non-relay system. All modulations from Table 5.2 are considered. The same values of
transmission power, number of antennas at relay and destination are considered, that in the
coverage analysis. Both figures present the average cellular spectral efficiency inside a radius
of rBS = 50 m. As shown for MAT, the spectral efficiency is reduced as NR is incremented,
but increases the efficiency for a large number of destination antennas. On the other hand,
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Figure 5.5: Cell coverage for AF cooperative network as a function of the number of desti-
nation and relay antennas by using one relay located at dSR/dSD = 0.5, for a transmission
power of Ptx = 50 mW. For (a) MAT and (b) TAS.
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Figure 5.6: Average cellular spectral efficiency for AF cooperative network as a function of
the number of destination and relay antennas by using one relay located at dSR/dSD = 0.5.
All nodes have a transmission power of Ptx = 50 mW. For (a) MAT and (b) TAS.
non-relay system presents the best cellular spectral efficiency. This is because MAT uses
KNR + 1 time-slots in order to perform full communication and therefore, the efficiency
decays proportionally. Under these conditions, if the number of destination antennas is large
enough compared with the number of interferers, i.e. ND >> ID, a non-relay system becomes
spectrally more efficient than a system with one relay equipped even with a large number of
antennas. The maximum spectral efficiency reached by a cooperative system is 4 bit/s/Hz
for TAS with ND > 2. While non-relay system exceeds 6 bit/s/Hz.
For TAS, although the number of time-slots is reduced to two, its spectral efficiency
is lower than non-relay system, when the number of antennas at the destination is large.
Basically because the non-relay system needs just one time-slot, and therefore, the efficiency
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is maximized.
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the average cellular spectral efficiency as a function of the
total system power for MAT and TAS, respectively, by considering ND = 4 and ND = 6
destination antennas. Also, all modulations described in Table 5.2 are considered. For MAT,
see Fig. 5.7, non-relay system is clearly superior to the cooperative system for any value of
transmission power. This difference is proportional to the number of relay antennas.
For TAS, see Fig. 5.8, multiple relay antennas outperforms the non-relay system for
ND = 4 and if the total power is lower than 0.1 watts. The results for a system with ND = 6
show that the non-relay system achieves better performance under all conditions.
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Figure 5.7: Average cellular spectral efficiency for AF cooperative network with MAT as a
function of the total transmission power and the number of relay antennas, by using one
relay located at dSR = 0.5. For (a) ND = 4 and (b) ND = 6.
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Figure 5.8: Average cellular spectral efficiency for AF cooperative network with TAS as a
function of the total transmission power and the number of relay antennas, by using one
relay located at dSR = 0.5. For (a) ND = 4 and (b) ND = 6.
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5.3.2 Dual-Hop AF
Fig. 5.9 shows the femtocell coverage as a function of the number of antennas at relay
and destination, by considering dual-hop relaying with MAT and TAS. Again all nodes have
same transmission power equal to Ptx = 50 mW.
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Figure 5.9: Cell coverage for AF dual-hop network as a function of the number of destination
and relay antennas by using one relay located at dSR/dSD = 0.5, for a transmission power of
Ptx = 50 mW. For (a) MAT and (b) TAS.
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Figure 5.10: Average cellular spectral efficiency for AF dual-hop network as a function of
the number of destination and relay antennas by using one relay located at dSR/dSD = 0.5.
All nodes have a transmission power of Ptx = 50 mW. For (a) MAT and (b) TAS.
As a result, all cases with ND > 2 antennas at destination achieve or even exceed the
established femtocell radius of 50 m, for both MAT and TAS. Only for ND = 2 antennas and
non-relay system, the system does not achieve coverage, once the two interferers eliminate all
S −D available links. Therefore, for ND = 2, at least one relay is necessary to get coverage.
On the other hand, non-relay system has better coverage than using one relay equipped with
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one antenna and ND ≥ 6 for both MAT and TAS, this is due to the fact that number of
time-slot used by each technique reduce the bit rate achieved by the system, in comparison
with the non-relay system that uses one time-slot only. Despite both transmission techniques
achieve similar coverage, TAS can operate with better modulations than MAT near 100 m.
Finally, both techniques have minimal improvements when a large number of destination
antennas is considered, as the diversity does not depend on ND, as shown in Table 3.7 for
ID << ND.
Fig. 5.10 presents the average cellular spectral efficiency as a function of the number of
relay antennas and destination antennas, by considering dual-hop relaying with MAT and
TAS, and compared with a non-relay system. For MAT, the spectral efficiency reduces as
NR increases, but maintain similar efficiency for a large number of antennas at destination.
On the other hand, the system without relay improves. This is due to the fact that MAT
uses KNR time-slots to perform full communication.
An opposed result is shown for the TAS technique. In this case, a network with one relay
equipped with NR ≥ 2 has better performance than non-relay system for any number of
destination antennas, as only one time-slot is used and consequently the efficiency is high.
The non-relay system outperforms dual-hop relaying only when NR = 1 and ND ≥ 8.
Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show the average cellular spectral efficiency as a function of the
total system power for MAT and TAS, respectively, by considering ND = 4 and ND = 6
destination antennas. As shown for MAT, see Fig. 5.11, the system achieves high spectral
efficiency when the number of antennas at relay is low or when no relay is employed, as
the number of time-slots used by the system increases with the number of antennas at relay.
Furthermore, by increasing the number of destination antennas, better is the cellular spectral
efficiency of the system without relay. However, the system with relay maintains the same
efficiency, as diversity does not increase with the number of antennas at destination.
In the case of TAS, see Fig. 5.12, there is a remarkable advantage of the system with
relay, which achieves the maximum cellular spectral efficiency of 10 bit/s/Hz. It is possible to
overcome this result if higher order modulations are considered. In this context, incrementing
the number of antennas at relay provides more benefit than incrementing the number of
antennas at destination, as only one time-slot is needed.
5.3.3 AF vs DF
Fig. 5.13 shows the cellular spectral efficiency of AF and DF protocols for two particular
cases (ND = 4 and ND = 6) by considering MAT. Both figures are in function of the total
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Figure 5.11: Average cellular spectral efficiency for AF dual-hop network with MAT tech-
nique as a function of the total transmission power and the number of relay antennas, by
using one relay located at dSR = 0.5. For (a) ND = 4 and (b) ND = 6.
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Figure 5.12: Average cellular spectral efficiency for AF dual-hop network with TAS technique
as a function of the total transmission power and the number of relay antennas, by using
one relay located at dSR = 0.5. For (a) ND = 4 and (b) ND = 6.
transmission power and different number of relay antennas, NR. All modulations described
in Table 5.2 are considered.
The results show a slightly advantage of the AF protocol for low number of relay an-
tennas, i.e. NR = 1, 2. However this advantage is reduced incrementing the number of
destination antennas or the number of relay antennas. This is because both cooperative
protocols eliminate completely the interferers since ND >> ID. In this case, the diversity
of both protocols becomes similar in the coverage region and, as consequence, obtain simi-
lar spectral efficiency. As MAT is considered, the efficiency decreases proportionally to the
number of relay antennas.
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Figure 5.13: Average spectral efficiency of AF and DF cooperative networks with MAT as
a function of the total transmission power and the number of relay antennas, by using one
relay located at dSR = 0.5. For (a) ND = 4 and (b) ND = 8.
5.4 Summary and Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, the coverage and the average cellular spectral efficiency are analysed
for the uplink of femtocells in cooperative and dual-hop relaying scenarios with multiple
antennas at relay and destination, in the presence of two interferers at destination.
Results show that a typical cellular scenario with OC and multiple-antennas has no
significant degradation in the presence of co-channel interference, for both cooperative and
dual-hop cases, and for both transmission techniques MAT and TAS. The impact is noticeable
only when the number of destination antennas is comparable to the number of interferers.
In addition, using relay is not always the best solution, especially in cooperative scenarios,
since at least two time-slots are needed to transmit an information.
In relation to the coverage, a system with one relay equipped with more than one antenna
achieves significant benefit compared to a non-relay system, for both MAT and TAS, where
TAS performs slightly better.
Both techniques have opposite behaviours in terms of spectral efficiency. For the case of
MAT, the greater the number of relay antennas, lower is the spectral efficiency. Therefore, a
non-relay system tends to be superior than cooperative and dual-hop scenarios. On the other
hand, for the case of TAS, the greater the number of relay antennas, better is the spectral
efficiency. In this case, the non-relay system also achieves better efficiency than cooperative
scenarios. However, dual-hop scenario has the best result, as it uses one time-slot. In general,
TAS outperforms MAT in both coverage and spectral efficiency.
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Finally, for both transmission techniques, incrementing the number of antennas at des-
tination does not exhibit significant improvements in the cooperative system. It is sufficient
that the number of destination antennas is greater than the number of interferers.
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Chapter6
Conclusions and Future Works
This chapter presents the concluding remarks of the thesis and the future research direc-
tions.
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the effects of co-channel interference in cooperative networks with op-
timum combining and multiple antennas at relay and destination have been studied. In
particular, the performance of a multiple antenna system affected by multiple interferers
at relays and destination has been evaluated. The AF and DF cooperative protocols have
been analysed and compared, considering the transmission techniques MAT and TAS. The
moment-generating function has been derived in all analysed scenarios, which facilitates the
performance evaluation for M-PSK and M-QAM modulations. Finally, the coverage and the
average spectral efficiency are analysed for some particular scenarios.
The results show that OC is very robust in cooperative scenarios with multiple antennas in
the presence of high-power co-channel interference. The system diversity varies according to
the number of relays (K), relay antennas (NR), destination antennas (ND), relay interferers
(IR) and destination interferers (ID).
For both AF and DF, the presence of multiple interferers at relay is less harmful than at
destination, once the direct links are not affected. This is valid even if the number of relay
antennas or S − R links is lower than the number of interferers. For the case of MAT and
TAS with interference at relay, the lowest diversity of AF and DF cooperative scenarios is
the number of destination antennas, i.e., Lmin = ND (or number of S −D links), once these
links are not affected by interference. Particularly, for the case of TAS, only DF obtains
diversity given by the link through relay, because it uses OC. While AF retransmits the
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receiver signal without combining, sacrificing the selected S−R link. In that sense, AF with
TAS does not generate more profit, although the minimum diversity is still Lmin = ND.
There are significant differences between AF and DF when the interference affects the
destination. In general, AF supports more interferers than DF. Specifically, AF protocol
eliminates the interference in a not obvious way and can maintain the maximum system
diversity of KNR +ND, even with up to KNR(ND − 1) interferers for MAT and with up to
ND − 1 interferers for TAS. On the other hand, DF loses diversity since the presence of the
first interferer at destination, because it suppress one direct link S −D and one R−D link
to eliminate each interferer. In general, MAT can support more interferers at destination
than TAS, as more links are available in the system for combating the interference. In both
cases, incrementing the number of antennas at destination is more effective in performance
than incrementing the number of antennas at relays.
Although the use of relays increases significantly the system diversity, the spectral ef-
ficiency shows the contrary, especially for MAT, once the number of time-slots increases
proportionally with the number of relay antennas or relays. The highest spectral efficiency
is obtained when a dual-hopping scenario with TAS is considered, once only one time-slot
is used, employing modulations of the order of 1024-QAM or even higher. In general, TAS
outperforms MAT in both coverage and spectral efficiency.
All the presented scenarios were validated through Monte Carlo simulations, proving the
accuracy of the proposed expressions and, as consequence, the results of this thesis.
6.2 Future Works
Some additional topics related to this thesis can be studied in the future, such as:
• Some adaptive selection and retransmission schemes can be considered as an extension
of this work. For example, using relay only when the channel conditions exceed a
certain threshold, or using relay only when there is no coverage.
• The earlier analysis has considered Rayleigh fading channels. Therefore, it can be
extended to other propagation models, such as the Nakagami-m or a combination of
models with and without line-of-sight.
• Multi-user diversity scenarios can be studied as part of the downlink analysis in coop-
erative cellular networks.
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• Error correcting codes would further increase the system performance. Therefore, this
may also be an extension point for research.
• AF protocol with OC at the relay can also be studied, improving the performance and
the system diversity.
• It is possible to analyse the impact of imperfect channel estimation at destination.
• An important advantage of using relays is the energy saving obtained due to the re-
sources sharing. In that sense, studying the optimal power allocation between source
and relay may be a relevant issue.
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AppendixA
MGF of γSRD with CCI at destination in AF
Cooperative Networks
A.1 CDF of γSRD with CCI at destination
The CDF of a S −R−D link can be obtained through
FγSRD(γ) = P [γSRD < γ]
= P
[
γSRγRD
γRD + C
< γ
]
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ γ(1+C/γRD)
0
fγSR(γ)fγRD(γRD)dγdγRD,
(A.1)
where C = PR/(σ
2H2) is a constant which depends on the gain H and fγSR(γ) is the PDF of
S −R link, represented by
fγSR(γ) =
(
1
γSR
)
exp
(
− γ
γSR
)
, (A.2)
and fγRD(γ) is the PDF of the R −D link affected by ID interferers at destination, which is
given by [17]
fγRD(γRD) =
λD
ID
(1− λD)1−ND
γRD
[
exp
(
−γRDλD
γRD
)
×
ID−1∑
i=0
(
1− λD
γRD
)i
Bi
i!
(γRD)
i − exp
(
−γRD
γRD
) m∑
i=0
(
1− λD
γRD
)i
Ci
i!
(γRD)
i
]
,
(A.3)
where m = ND − ID − 1 and λD = ND(KNR + 1)γID + 1 with γID = PID/σ2. The variables
Bi and Ci can be recursively calculated, respectively, by
Bi =
(−1)ID−1+i
(ID − 1)!
(
ID−1
i
)(
ND−1
i
) ID∏
n=1
n6=i+1
(ND − n),
Ci =
ID−1∑
k=0
(−1)ID−1+k
(ID − 1)!
(
i
k
)(
ID−1
k
)(
ND−1
k
) ID∏
n=1
n6=k+1
(ND − n)
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Then, replacing (A.3) and (A.2) in (A.1), the CDF of γSRD can be expressed as
FγSRD(γ) =
λD
ID
(1− λD)1−ND
γRD
{
ID−1∑
i=0
(
1− λD
γRD
)i
Bi
i!
×
∫ ∞
0
[
γiRD exp
(
− λD
γRD
γRD
)
− exp
(
− γ
γSR
)
×γiRD exp
(
− Cγ
γSR
1
γRD
− λD
γRD
γRD
)]
dγRD −
m∑
i=0
(
1− λD
γRD
)i
Ci
i!
×
∫ ∞
0
[
γiRD exp
(
−γRD
γRD
)
−exp
(
− γ
γSR
)
γiRD exp
(
− Cγ
γSR
1
γRD
− γRD
γRD
)]
dγRD
}
.
(A.4)
Finally, by using [52, eqs. (3.351.1) and (3.471.9)], after some manipulations the closed-
form expression of FγSRD(γ) can be is reduced to
FγSRD(γ) =
λD
ID
(1− λD)1−ND
γRD
{
ID−1∑
i=0
BiIi
(
λD
γRD
)
−
m∑
i=0
CiIi
(
1
γRD
)}
, (A.5)
where m = ND − ID − 1 and Ii(µ) is defined as
Ii(µ) =
1
i!
(
1− λD
γRD
)i [
i!µ−i−1−2
(
Cγ
γSR
1
µ
)i+1
2
exp
(
− γ
γSR
)
Ki+1
(
2
√
Cγ
γSR
µ
)]
,
where Kn(.) is the n-th order modified Bessel function of the second kind.
A.2 PDF and MGF of γSRD with CCI at destination
The PDF of the S − R − D link is given by the derivative of (A.5) in terms of γ, as
follows:
fγSRD(γ) =
λD
ID
(1− λD)1−ND
γRD
{
ID−1∑
i=0
Biϕi
(
λD
γRD
)
−
m∑
i=0
Ciϕi
(
1
γRD
)}
, (A.6)
where
ϕi(µ) =
dIi(µ)
dγ
=
2
i!
(
1− λD
γRD
)i
exp
(
− γ
γSR
)
×
[
1
γSR
(
Cγ
γSR
1
µ
)i+1
2
Ki+1
(
2
√
Cγ
γSR
µ
)
+
1
γ γSR
(
Cγ
γSR
1
µ
)i+2
2
Ki
(
2
√
Cγ
γSR
µ
)]
.
Finally, the MGF can be obtained through MγSRD(s) =
∫∞
0
exp(sγ)fγSRD(γ)dγ. The
closed-form is derived with the help of [52, eq. 6.643.3], [53, eqs. 13.1.33 and 6.5.9], that
after some manipulations results in
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MγSRD|ID<ND(s) =
λD
ID
(1− λD)1−ND
γRD
{
ID−1∑
i=0
Biφi
(
λD
γRD
)
−
m∑
i=0
Ciφi
(
1
γRD
)}
, (A.7)
where
φi(µ) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(sγ)ϕi(µ)dγ
=
(
1− λD
γRD
)i(
1
µ
)i+1
×
{
1
1− sγSR + exp
(
Cµ
1− sγSR
)
C i+1(−sγSR)µi+1
(1− sγSR)i+2 Γ
[
−i, C
(1− sγSR)µ
]}
,
where Γ[x, y] is the upper incomplete Gamma function.
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AppendixB
PDF of γSRD for DF Cooperative Networks
with MAT and CCI at Relay and Destination
The PDF and CDF of S − R link are derived similarly to a diversity combiner with
NR − IR relay antennas, that is:
fγSR(γSR) =
γNR−IR−1SR
(NR−IR−1)! γSRNR−IR exp
(
−γSR
γSR
)
, (B.1)
FγSR(γSR) = 1− exp
(
−γSR
γSR
)NR−IR−1∑
k=0
1
k!
(
γSR
γSR
)k
. (B.2)
The PDF and CDF of R − D link are derived by considering NRND − ID destination
antennas, which is affected by ID interferers. The distributions are given by
fγRD(γRD) =
γNRND−ID−1SR
(NRND−ID−1)! γSRNRND−ID exp
(
−γSR
γSR
)
, (B.3)
FγRD(γRD) = 1− exp
(
−γSR
γSR
)NRND−ID−1∑
n=0
1
n!
(
γSR
γSR
)n
. (B.4)
As γSRD is given by the minimum between γSR and γRD, its PDF depends on the proba-
bility and cumulative functions of S−R and R−D links, which can be expressed by [47, eq.
6.82]:
fγSRD(γSRD) = fγSR(γSRD)[1− FγRD(γSRD)] + fγRD(γSRD)[1− FγSR(γSRD)], (B.5)
By replacing (B.1), (B.2), (B.3) and (B.4) into (B.5), the PDF of S−R−D link affected
by IR interferers at the relay and ID interferers at destination is given by
fγSRD(γSRD) =
1
(NR−IR−1)! γSRNR−IR
NRND−ID−1∑
n=0
1
n!
(
1
γRD
)n
γn+NR−IR−1SRD
×exp
(
−γSRD
[
1
γSR
+
1
γRD
])
+
1
(NRND−ID−1)! γRDNRND−ID
×
NR−IR−1∑
k=0
1
k!
(
1
γSR
)k
γk+NRND−ID−1SRD exp
(
−γSRD
[
1
γSR
+
1
γRD
])
.
(B.6)
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The MGF of the SINR through relay is obtained by using (4.15), which after some
manipulations is presented in (4.16).
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AppendixC
PDF of γSRD for DF Cooperative Networks
with TAS and CCI at Relay
C.1 PDF and CDF of γR˜D for DF Cooperative Net-
works
Since the SINR of the R˜ − D link is obtained by the maximum between NR values, its
PDF can be derived from [47, eq. 7.14]
f ˜γRD( ˜γRD) = NRfγRD( ˜γRD)[FγRD( ˜γRD)]
NR−1, (C.1)
where
fγRD(γRD) =
γND−1RD
(ND − 1)! γRDND exp
(
−γRD
γRD
)
, (C.2)
and
FγRD(γRD) = 1− exp
(
−γRD
γRD
)ND−1∑
n=0
1
n!
(
γRD
γRD
)n
. (C.3)
Replacing (C.2) and (C.3) in (C.1), and using the binomial series (1−b)n = ∑ni=0 (ni)(1)n−i(−b)i
followed by the expansion given in [54, eq. 19], as follows:[
m−1∑
n=0
(anz
n)
]h
=
h(m−1)∑
n=0
(Dnz
n) , (C.4)
where D0 = 1, D1 = h, Dh(m−1) =
[
1
(m−1)!
]h
and
Dn =
1
n
min(n,m−1)∑
j=1
[
j(h+ 1)− n
j!
Dn−j
]
. (C.5)
The PDF of ˜γRD results in:
f ˜γRD( ˜γRD) =
NR
(ND − 1)!
NR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−1)∑
n=0
×
(
NR − 1
j
)
(−1)j Dn
(
1
γRD
)ND+n
˜γRD
ND+n−1exp
(
− ˜γRD
[
1 + j
γRD
])
,
(C.6)
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Then, the CDF of ˜γRD, can be obtained by solving
F ˜γRD( ˜γRD) =
∫ ˜γRD
0
f ˜γRD( ˜γRD)d ˜γRD, (C.7)
resulting in:
F ˜γRD( ˜γRD) =
NR
(ND − 1)!
NR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − 1
j
)
×(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND+n(1 + j
γRD
)−ND−n
Φ
[
ND + n, ˜γRD
(
1 + j
γRD
)]
,
(C.8)
where Φ[a, x] is the lower incomplete gamma function [52, eq. 8.350.1] defined as Φ[a, x] =∫ x
0
e−tta−1dt.
C.2 PDF of γSRD for DF Cooperative Networks
As γSRD is given by the minimum between γSR and γRD, its PDF can be obtained by
using [47, eq. 6.82]:
fγSRD(γSRD) = fγSR(γSRD)[1− F ˜γRD(γSRD)] + f ˜γRD(γSRD)[1− FγSR(γSRD)], (C.9)
where fγSR and f ˜γRD are PDF and FγSR and F ˜γRD are CDF of S −R and R˜−D links.
The PDF and CDF of γSR for any power levels can be written as follows [17]:
fγSR(γSR) =
λSR
IR
(1− λSR)1−NR
γSR
[
exp
(
−λSR
γSR
γSR
)
×
IR−1∑
i=0
Bi
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
γiSR
i!
− exp
(
−γSR
γSR
) u∑
i=0
Ci
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
γiSR
i!
]
,
(C.10)
FγSR(γSR) =
λSR
IR
(1− λSR)1−NR
γSR
{
IR−1∑
i=0
Bi
i!
(
λSR
γSR
)i(
1− λSR
γSR
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×Φ
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]
−
u∑
i=0
Ci
i!
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i(
1
γSR
)−i−1
Φ
[
i+1,
γSR
γSR
]}
,
(C.11)
where u = NR − IR − 1 and λSR = NRγIR + 1, γIR = PIR/σ2. The constants Bi and Ci are
given by
Bi =
(−1)ID−1+i
(ID − 1)!
(
ID−1
i
)(
ND−1
i
) ID∏
n=1
n6=i+1
(ND − n),
Ci =
ID−1∑
k=0
(−1)ID−1+k
(ID − 1)!
(
i
k
)(
ID−1
k
)(
ND−1
k
) ID∏
n=1
n 6=k+1
(ND − n).
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On the other hand, the PDF and CDF of ˜γRD are derived in Subsection C.1, which
correspond to the maximum value between NR chi-square distributions with 2ND degrees of
freedom.
Hence, the PDF of the SINR of the S−R−D link, γSRD, can be obtained by substituting
(C.6), (C.8), (C.10) and (C.11) in (C.9), resulting in
fγSRD(γSRD) =
NR
(ND − 1)!
NR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND+n
γND+n−1SRD
×exp
(
−γSRD
[
1 + j
γRD
])
+
λSR
IR
(1− λSR)1−NR
γSR
{
exp
(
−λSR
γSR
γSRD
)
×
IR−1∑
i=0
Bi
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
γiSRD
i!
− exp
(
−γSRD
γSR
) u∑
i=0
Ci
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
γiSRD
i!
}
− NR
(ND − 1)!
NR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
×
(
1
γRD
)ND+nλSRIR(1− λSR)1−NR
γSR
×
{
IR−1∑
i=0
Bi
i!
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
Ψi
(
λSR
γSR
)
−
u∑
i=0
Ci
i!
(
1− λSR
γSR
)i
Ψi
(
1
γSR
)}
,
(C.12)
where
Ψi(µ) =
(
1 + j
γRD
)−ND−n
γiSRD exp(−µγSRD)Φ
[
ND+n, γSRD
(
1 + j
γRD
)]
+µ−i−1γND+n−1SRD exp
(
−γSRD
[
1 + j
γRD
])
Φ [i+ 1, µγSRD].
(C.19)
Then, the MGF of the SINR through relay is obtained by using (4.15), which after some
manipulations is presented in (4.19).
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AppendixD
PDF of γSRD for DF Cooperative Networks
with TAS and CCI at Relay and Destination
Since the relay employs OC, the derivation of PDF and CDF for the S−R link are similar
for TAS or MAT technique. In that sense, both distributions are similar as the presented in
(B.1) and (B.2).
The PDF and CDF are derived by considering the maximum between NR−IR chi-square
distributions with 2(ND − ID) degrees of freedom, as follows:
f ˜γRD( ˜γRD) =
NR − IR
(ND − ID − 1)!
NR−IR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−ID−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − IR − 1
j
)
×(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND−ID+n
˜γRD
ND−ID+n−1 exp
(
− ˜γRD
[
1 + j
γRD
])
,
(D.1)
F ˜γRD( ˜γRD) =
NR − IR
(ND − ID − 1)!
NR−IR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−ID−1)∑
n=0
(
NR − IR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
×
(
1
γRD
)ND−ID+n(1 + j
γRD
)−ND+ID−n
Φ
[
ND−ID+n, ˜γRD
(
1 + j
γRD
)]
,
(D.2)
Therefore, by replacing (D.1) and (D.2) into (C.9), the PDF of the S−R−D link affected
by IR interferers at relay and ID interferers at destination results as follows:
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fγSRD(γSRD) =
γNR−IR−1SRD
(NR−IR−1)! γSRNR−IR exp
(
−γSRD
γSR
)
×
1− NR − IR(ND−ID−1)!
NR−IR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−ID−1)∑
n=0
(
NR−IR−1
j
)
(−1)jDn
×
(
1
γRD
)ND−ID+n(1 + j
γRD
)−ND+ID−n
Φ
[
ND−ID+n, γSRD
(
1 + j
γRD
)]}
+
NR−IR−1∑
j=0
j(ND−ID−1)∑
n=0
NR−IR−1∑
k=0
1
k!
(
γSRD
γSR
)k
NR − IR
(ND − ID − 1)!
×
(
NR − IR − 1
j
)
(−1)jDn
(
1
γRD
)ND−ID+n
γND−ID+n−1SRD
×exp
(
−γSRD
[
1
γSR
+
1 + j
γRD
])
.
(D.3)
Then, the MGF of the SINR through relay is obtained by using (4.15), which after some
manipulations is presented in (4.23).
